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so sure that I have that measure of confidence the Senator from Florida suggests as to what will'happen in conference. In any event, I ask unanimous
consent that the administration bill submitted today, together with the letter of
transmittal, be printed at this point in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OF:<ICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D.C., March 5, Ifl68.

The VICE PRESIDENT,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. VICE PRESIDENT: In recent .summers, and particularly in the tragic summer
of 1967, many of the nation's citIes were
torn by civil strife that exacted a heavy toll
of human lives. created untold sUffering, and
caused property damage tota11lng mlllions
of dollars. The President has pledged that the
Fed·eral Government wm utlllze every resource wlthlnLlts constitutional authority to
ellmlnate the caUses of riots and prevent fUture civll disorders. While emphasizing that
the major responslbillty must rest with the
cities and states. the President expressed the
determination of the Federal Government
to do its part and he asked the Congress to
enact a narrow and carefully-drawn Federal
anti-riot law.
The report of the President's National
Commission on Civll Disorders dated March
3. 1968. also recommended the enactment of
a tightly-drawn fe.deral anti-riot statute:
"Although no crime legislation. federal or
state, comeS to grips with the underlying
causes of disorder, the Commission feels that
a tightly-drawn federal control statute might
playa limited. but Important. role In dealing
with disorders. Even if there are only a few
persons traveling With the intent of precipitating disorders, these few can do enormous
harm.
"Federal legislation, if enacted. shOUld be
precisely drafted. with a clear definition of
ali operatlYe terms, so as to preserve scrupulously the constitutional rights of all AmerIcans."
I enclose, for your consideration and appropriate referral, the proposed "Federal
Anti-Riot Act of 1968." The legislation w11l
make it a felony, punishable by up to five
years imprisonment and a fine of up to
$10.000. or both. for any person to incite or
organize a riot after having traveled In interstate commerce with the Intention to do
so. if the riot occurs or the course of a preexisting riot is furthered by the person's activities. It would also punish the person who
travels In interstate commerce with the intent to commit acts of violence In furtherance of a riot, if he thereafter commits or
attempts to commit such acts.
As the President stated. this is a carefully
drawn blll which will not Impede free speech
or peacefUl assembly. In the b11l, inciting a
riot Is defined so as to exclude the mere
advocacy of ideas or the mere expression
of beltef. The b1ll.defines a riot as a'publlc
disturbance involving an assemblage of 20
or more persons, Which by tumUltuous and
violent conduct creates grave danger of damage or injury to property and persons.
In his Message on the Challenge of Crime
to our Society, the President said:
"This bUl does not involve the Federal
Government in dealing with disturbances
that are locally incited and properly a matter for State and local authorities."
Experience has shown that riots are essentially local in origin and local in Impetus,
and must be prevented and controlled primarlly by laws and by action taken at the
local level. For that reason. the bill specifically provides that it does not preempt the
field or operate to exclUde or invalidate any
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local or state law on the subject. On the an exlEting riot or to create an lmm1nent
contrary. I urge. as the President did. that danger of a riot occurring, and shall not
the Governors and Mayors of this Nation mean the mere advocacy of Ideas or the
"review carefully their State and local anti- mere expression of belle!.
riot laws to make certain they prOVide ef- " "§ 2103. Preemption.
fective protection for their citizens:'
"Nothing contained in this chapter shall
As the President stressed, the proposed
construed as indicating an intent on the
blll "is not a solution to our urban prob- be
lems:' It will not prevent riots and it does part of Congress to occupy the field in which
not in any measure obviate the need for any provisions of this chapter operate to
taking adequate preventive and control the exclusion of State or local laws on the
same subject matter, nor shall any provimeasures at the local level.
sion of this chapter be construed to invallIt should prove helpfUl, however. in deterring those Who might otherWise consider date any prOVision of State or local law:'
SEC. 3. The table of contents to "PART 1.crossing state llnes to incite or organize a
riot. For those who are not deterred. the CRIMES" of Title 18, United States Code, is
law would provide the basis for Federal in- amended by Inserting after
2071"
vestigation and prosecution. Moreover, en- "101. Records and Reportsactment of the legislation would reflect the a new chapter reference as follows:
Federal Government's commitment to do its "102. RlotL
2101"
full part to prevent and control riots.
Mr.
HART.
I
pledge,
if
the
bill
has
an
I therefore urge prompt enactment of the
proposed legislation.
opportunity in committee for routine
The Bureau of the Budget has advised consideration, to support the bill and to
that enactment of the legislation wlll be In assure that the senate will have an opaccord with the Program of the President.
portunity in regular order to adopt it.
, Sincerely.
Attorney General.
H.R.--

A blll to prohibit travel in interstate or foreign commerce for the purpose of inciting.
organizing. or furthering a riot. and for
other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House Of
Representatives of the United States of
America in congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "Federal Anti-Riot
Act of 1968."
SEC. 2. Title 18 of the United States COde
is amended by inserting. immediately after
chapter 101 thereof, the follOWing new
chapter:
"CHAPTER 102.-RIOTS
"Sec.

"2101. Traveling in interstate or foreign
commerce to incite. organize. or
further a riot.
"2102. Definitions.
"2103. Preemption.
"§ 2101. Travellng in interstate or foreign
commerce to incite, organize. or
further a riot.
"(a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign commerce with intent to incite or organize a riot, and who thereafter incites or
organizes a riot, shall. if either the riot occurs or the course of a preeXisting riot is
furthered by such inciting or organizing. be
fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than five years. or both.
"(b) Whoever travels In interstate or foreign commerce with intnnt to commit any
act of violence in furtherance of a riot.
and who thereafter commits or attempts to
commit any act of Violence in furtherance of
a riot. shall, if the riot occurs or is under
way at the time of such act or attempt, be
fined not more than $10.000 or imprisoned
not more than flve years, or both.
"§ 2102. Definitions.
"For purposes of this chapter:
"(a) A person travels in interstate or foreign commerce When he travels from one
state to another, or from a foreign country
to a state; and. as used in this subsection.
the term 'State' includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
and any possession of the United States.
"(B) A riot Is a public disturbance. Involving an assemblage of twenty or more
persons. which by tumultuous and violent
conduct creates grave danger of damage or
injury to property and persons.
"(C) To incite or organize a riot shall
mean urging or instigating other persons
to riot. Where such urging or instigating is
done at a time and place and under such
circumstances as to further the course of

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I join
generally in the statement of the distinguished Senator from Michigan. I do
not intend to vote for the pending
amendment. though I think it has been
improved by the changes which have
been made. I do not intend vigorously
to oppose it. I can understand why Senators want to support the amendment.
But my judgment is the same as that
of the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders. In that Commission we
came down hard against lawlessness and
violence which. we made clear, were not
acceptable fonns of social protest.
We made clear, moreover, that the
kind of rhetoric of violence which has
occurred in this country, which helped
to create the climate of lawlessness we
have experienced, is intolerable and unconscionable.
In the Commission's report and recommendations, we endorsed the kind of
Federal antiriot legislation which President Johnson had included in his message to Congress and which today is embodied in the bill that has been printed
in the RECORD at the request of the distinguished Senator from Michigan.
I sUPpOrt that legislation, as did the
recommendations of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.
However, I will not vote for the pending
amendment because. as Senators know,
very delicate constitutional questions
are involved here. And I think we ought
to look at this problem with a great deal
more care to be certain that what we
pass will not be a nUllity, but will in fact
have some effect.
We all know that Federal antiriot legislation will not stop riots. However.
there is some good purpose to be served
by a carefully drawn law along the lines
recommended by the President.
I join in the remarks of the distinguished Senator from Michigan for those
reasons because I think the am2ndment
ought to be handled in the careful and
orderly way of the Senate.
I would be willing to agree upon a day
certain for the Judiciary Committee to
repm't the bill to the Senate so that we
may be sure we pass the legislation recommended by the President. However.
since that is not being done and since
we have had to complete consideration
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Murphy
Hansen
on this rather complicated amendment Bennett
Hartke
Muskle
in a hasty manner on the floor, I cannot Bible
Boggs
Hlcken100per Nelson
vote for it at this time.
Brewster
Pearson
Hill
Helland
Pell
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I ask Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Percy
Holllngs
for the yeas and nays on the amendment Byrd,
W. Va.
Hruska
Prouty
as modified.
Cannon
Inouye
Proxmlre
Jackson
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas Carlson
Randolph
Church
Jordan. N.C.
Riblcolf
and nays have already been ordered.
Jordan, Idaho Russell
Clark
Mr. JAVITS. ML President, I yield my- Cooper
Kuchel
Smith
Cotton
self 1 minute.
Sparkman
Lausche
Long, Mo.
Spong
The PRESIDL.'1G OFFICER. The Sen- Curtis
Dirksen
Long, La.
Stennis
ator from New York is recognized for 1 Dodd
!\!agnuson
Symington
Dominick
minute.
Talmadge
Mansfield
Eastland
Thurmond
McClellan
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, there Ellender
McGee
Tower
were two opportunities to block this Ervin
McGovern
Tydings
measure. One was on an objection to Fannin
McIntyre
WIlllams, N.J.
Mlller
WllJiams, Del.
reform the amendment. I did that once Fong
Fulbright
Monroney
Yarborough
to give them time in which to work it Gore
Montoya
Young, N. Dak.
out. I am glad that I did. I did not do Griffin
Moss
Mundt
it again because I did not feel that it Gruen1ng
should be blocked. I felt that Senators
NAY&-13
should have a chance to vote on the Brooke
Javlts
Morse
measure they offer in the best way Case
Kennedy, Mass.. Scott
Harris
Kennedy, N.Y. Young, Ohio
possible.
Metcalf
The distinguished minority leader, the Hart
Hatfield
Mondale
senior Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKNOT
VOTING-5
SEN], has given me the job of holding
Hayden
Morton
Smathers
down this seat on this side of the aisle. McC'arthy
Pastore
I feel that job gives me a duty.
So Mr. THURMOND'S amendment (No.
Although I have done my best to help
those who are redrafting the measure, I 578), as modified, was agreed to.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
still cannot say that I understand the
full thrust of the matter-whether it is move to reconsider the vote by which the
constitutional and whether it contains amendment was agreed to.
presumptions which will not be tolerated
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I move
in the law.
to lay that motion on the table.
I must, therefore, join with my colThe motion to lay on the table was
league, the manager of the bill, the dis- agreed to.
tinguished Senator from Michigan [Mr.
HART], in voting against the pending
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
amendment as modified so that it may
be clear that not everybody went along
A message from the House of Repreand so that the matter may still be sentatives by Mr. Hackney, one of its
susceptible of some reform.
reading clerks, announced that the
My action is not to say that I am not House had passed the following bills, in
against riots or an antiriot bill. How- which it requested the concurrence of
ever, in all conscience, I feel that I am the Senate:
here to do things that sometimes may be
H.R. 10135. An act to provide for the exonerous, and so I shall be compelled to peditious naturallzation of the surviving
join with the distinguished Senator spouse of a U.S. citizen who dies While
from Michigan in voting against the serving in an active duty status In the
Armed Forces of the United States; and
amendment as modified.
H.R.15147. An act to amend the ImmiThe VICE PRESIDENT. The question
and Nationallty Act to provide for
is on agreeing to the amendment, as gration
the naturallza.tion of persons who have
modified, of the Senator from South served in combatant areas in active-duty
Carolina. On this question the yeas and service in the Armed Forces of the United
nays have been ordered, and the clerk states, and for other purposes.
will call the 1'011.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I anThe message also announced that the
nounce that the Senator from Arizona
[Mr. HAYDEN], the Senator from Min- Speaker had affixed his signature to the
nesota [Mr. MCCARTHYJ,the Senator following enrolled bills, and they were
from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE], and signed by the Vice President.
S.1727. An act to authorize the consolidathe Senator from Florida [Mr. SMATHtion and use of funds arising from jUdgments
ERS] are necessarily absent.
in favor of the Apache Tribe of the Mescalero
I further announce that, if present and Reservation and of each of the constituent
voting, the Senator from Rhode Island groups; and
[Mr. PASTOIlE] and the Senator from
S. 1821. An act to authorize the Secretary
Florida [Mr. SMATHERS] would each vote of the Interior to exchange certain property
at Acadia National Park In Maine with the
"yea."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the owner of certain property adjacent to the
park.
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON]
is necessarily absent.
The result was announced-yeas 82,
HOUSE BILLS REFERRED
nays 13, as follows:
The
following bills were each read twice
[No. 24Leg.]
by their titles and referred, as indicated:
YEA&-82
H.R. 10135. An act to provide for the exAnderson
Bartlett
Aiken
peditious naturallzation of the surviving
Bayh
Baker
Allott

1V!wrc!J
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spouse of a U.S. citizen who dies while serving in an active duty status in the Armed
Forces of the United States; and
H.R.15147. An act to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to provide for the
naturalization of persons who have served in
combatant areas in active-duty service in the
Armed Forces of the United States, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on the
JUdiciary.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 2516) to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for other purposes.
AMENDMENT NO. S55

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I call UP
my amendment No, 555.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
TYDINGS in the chair). The amendment
will be stated.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, may we have order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will be in order.
The legislative clerk read the amendment, as follows:
On page 9, 11ne 18, strike out: "without the
use in any manner of" and insert in Heu
thereof the following: "without indicating
any preference, llmltatlon, or discrimination
based on race, color, religion, or national
origin, or an intention to make any such
preference, llmitation or discrimination if
there is used in any manner"
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, there is on
the desk of each Senator a copy of 11
brief memorandum attempting to explain the terms and purposes of amendment No. 555.
The purpose of amendment No. 555 is
simply .to provide that the exemption
given individual owners of homes from
the operation of the act is not impaired
or destroyed by the simple act of employing a real estate agent.
The amendment provides that one may
employ a real estate agent but may not
instruct that real estate agent to
discriminate .
Mr. President, I respectfully submit
and suggest to Senators that it is not
the real estate agent we are legislating
against. I voted for cloture. I intend to
vote for the bill, inclUding the fair housing proposal. However, I would very'
much hope that by our choice of language we do not discriminate against an
industry by making them share the
burden of determining whether or not an
exemption otherwise granted is availablf
to the individual homeowner.
Briefly stated; this, amendment provides thatan,I:ndividual owner, other··
wise exempted, rna:'! employ a real estate
agent, but he may not instruct that real
estate agent to discriminate.
Mr. President, the language of the
amendment is cohtained in only 4 ~2
lines of print of amendment No. 555, and
it reads as follows:
'
On page 9, line 18, strike out: "wIthout
the use in any manner of" and insert in lleu
thereof the .following : "without indicating
any preference, limitation, or discrimination
based on· race, coler, religion, or national
origin, or an Intention to make any such
preference. )imltatlQnor discrimination If
there is uEed in any manner" .
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I point out that this is not the socalled Mathias amendment, which would
permit an exempted individual owner to
issue discriminatory instructions to his
agent. This is not the original Mondale
provision, which would affect totally and
completely all, individual homeowners.
This is,instead, a recognition of the individual exemption that we built into
the substitute, and the preservation of
that exemption by avoiding the penalty
of forfeiture of that exemption by the
mere fact and act of employing a member of the real estate' industry for the
otherwise lawful purpose of disposing of,
renting, or otherwise dealing with your
home as long as you see fit, as long as
you do not instruct that agent to discriminate.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Am I correct that under this amendment an owner of a home
may instruct a real estate agent to look
for a purchaser provided he does not instruct him to discriminate against a person because of race, religion, or the like,
but that he does still retain the privilege
of rejecting or accepting a purchaser who
is brought in?
Mr. BAKER. The Senator is correct. I
would point out that without this amendment and without that provision, the
personal exemption provision of the
Dirksen substitute is substantially meaningless because, as is often said, the Lord
giveth and the Lord taketh away. However, in this instance there would be
virtually taken away all that has been
given in the exemption.
I am careful to point out that while
the Senator's characterization of the
amendment is correct, it is not the purpose of the amendment to induce, encourage, or foster discrimination. The
amendment specifically prohibits an individual from issuing an instruction to
discriminate. It specifically prohibits any
activity which would indicate discrimination or an intention to discriminate.
So, it is not a backdoor effort to elaborate
a personal exemption that is otherwise
in the statute. It is rather a direct and
straight-forward way to preserve the full
vitality and effect of the personal exemption which is otherwise spelled out in the
substitute.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield further?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Is there anything in
this amendment to prevent the owner
of a home who placed a for-sale sign on
his lawn from accepting or rejecting
anyone who proposed to buy, for any reason 11e deems fit, whether he thinks the
proposed purchaser is not a good credit
risk or is of an immoral attitude that
would not be welcome by his neighbors,
or for color, race, or any other reason
which in his own mind would argue
against his acceptance of that particular
purchaser?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, in answer
to the question raised by the distinguished Senator, there is no abrogation
of that right created by this amendment.
I might point o.ut that the substitute
now pending already provides, in the case

of a sale of an individual home already
exempted, that while the individual may
post a notice, billboard, or sign in his
front yard, or by advertisement in the
newspaper, he cannot use what I term
inciting language such as "White Only."
This is proscribed in the substitute now
pending and is in no way abrogated or
changed by amendment No. 555.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield further?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. As I understand the
amendment, it would give to the homeowner identically the same right in accepting or rejecting a proposed purchaser brought in by a real estate man
with whom he had listed the property,
but without offensive instructions, as he
would have if he placed a for-sale sign
on his lawn and would himself, if interested persons came in, advise them
whether or not he wished to sell.
Mr. BAKER. The Senator is entirely
correct again, Mr. President.
I would point out that this, in my
judgment, is the hallmark and justification for this amendment because, at the
risk of repetition, I would say once
again that I do not believe the Senate
wishes to discriminate against an industry, the real estate industry, in America. I think it entirely unlikely that we
would intentionally and consciously
prohibit the utilization of the real estate
industry and its services when it is not
the real estate industry we are concerned with. It is the use of the industry as a means of discrimination.
Once again, Mr. President, the purpose of this amendment is to provide
that an individual owner or persons already exempted by the operation of the
substitute may use the services of real
estate dealers without automatically losing their personal exemption, as would
be the case under the Dirksen substitute.
Then, the amendment goes further and
provides that while you may use a real
estate agent for lawful purposes, real
estate agents may not be used for discriminatory purposes.
This, in my judgment, does much to
relieve the aggravation, burden, and difficulty of conducting a lawful and legitimate business, that is, the real estate industry in the United States, and at the
same time would preserve our manifest
desire to provide equality of housing for
all Amelicans.
I would respectfully suggest that this
is essential if we are going to preserve
the freedom of the individual to effectively sell, dispose of, transfer, rent, or
otherwise deal in his home on a practical basis.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield once more?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I wish
to say that I am in strong support of the
Senator's amendment which, it seems to
me, is primarily protection of the rights
of homeowners but, secondarily, protection of the rights of the real estate operators of the Nation. I think both of
them are entitled to the protection which
his amendment would give.
Mr. BAKER. I thank the Senator.
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Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield on my time?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
:Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, is it true
that adoption of the Senator's amendment would give to the homeowner who,
by reason of absence, age, or lack of familiarity with business practices, could
not negotiate a sale for himself, and must
employ a real estate agent, the same exemption that the Dirksen substitute gives
to the individual who is able to handle
the transaction himself?
Mr. BAKER. The Senator from Nebraska is correct. I think his point is very
well taken. The situation now is such
that a person not knowledgeable in the
law of real estate transactions must attempt to sell his own home himself if he
intends to avail himself of the exemption
under the act. The amendment conversely, permits him to hire the expert
services of a real estate agent, but will
not permit him to issue discriminatory
instructions to his agent.
Mr. CURTIS. Many individuals, both
men and women, by reason of age, are
finding it necessary to remove themselves
from the area and they cannot look after
these things themselves. I also might
suggest that neither can a man in the
armed services return and personally dispose of his home without an agent.
Mr. BAKER. There are many such
categories, and I entirely agree with the
Senator.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Tennessee yield?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. MURPHY. I should like to point
out, in connection with the remark that
my distinguished colleague has just
IT :1de, exact examples of men in the
armed services who are living in
Bethesda, let us say, and they receive
orders to report to Long Beach, Calif.
Without the use of the services of a real
estate agent, I do not see how it would
be possible for them to handle their affairs. Without the Senator's amendment,
the use of a real estate agent would not
be possible: is that not a fact?
I am sure that the Senator would say
it is a fact, if he were not busy with the
counselor, the Senator from North Carolina, [Mr. ERVIN].
Mr. BAKER. It is.
To my distingulshed colleague from
California, in that vein, I would point
out that it is being less than fully candid
with the trust and confidence of the people of this country if we do not identify
precisely how an alleged exception or exemption would or would not operate.
Mr. :MURPHY. It would specifically
work a hardship on men in the military
service, where they alreadY endure a
good many hardships at the present
time.
Mr. BAKER. Or in the case, not dissimilar, of a person being transferred
from one part of the country to another,
who has no desire to discriminate anyway.
Mr. MURPHY. Right.
Mr. BAKER. The way the law stands
now, even if the purpose is entirely laudable and innocent, it would prevent him
from availing himself of the services of
a real estate agent, even for a lawful pur-
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pose. The purpose of the amendment is
to permit him to use the services of a
real estate agent for a lawful and not a
discriminatory purpose, but to prevent
him from using the services of a real
estate agent for an unlawful, discriminatory purpose.
Mr. MURPHY. I thank the Senator
from Tennessee.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Tennessee yield for a question?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. PERCY. If I understand the
amendment correctly, if the owner of a
house-in renting or selling that housespecifically indicates a racial preference,
then he would be covered by the Dirksen
amendment; is that not correct?
Mr. BAKER. I wonder whether the
Senator from Illinois would kindly repeat his question.
Mr. PERCY. If I understand the
amendment correctly, if the owner of a
house, or the seller, or the renter of that
house indicates a racial preference to a
broker, then he is covered by the act, and
he cannot discriminate in the rental or
sale of that house; Is that not correct?
Mr. BAKER. The Senator is correct. If
individual homeowners who would otherwise be exempted under this act, the
Dirksen substitute, or as amended by this
amendment, were to employ a real estate
agent at the outset, and later gave instructions or otherwise made known his
intention to discriminate, he would lose
the exemption which would be covered
by the act and it would be unlawful for
him to discriminate, notwithstanding the
exemption provisions of the act.
Mr. PERCY. If, during the course of
informal conversation with a broker,
an individual happens to mention, "Do
you agree with me that a man's home is
his castle?" would this constitute, under
the Baker amendment, instructions to
discriminate on a racial basis or racial
preference?
Mr. BAKER. I think at this point the
question of weighing the legal impact of
given language in specific situations
within the framework of a legislative
mandate that we shall not discriminate,
might very well lead us into a legislative
discourse and make legislative history
which might or might not entirely agree
with the judicial interpretations which
are bound to follow. If I may, instead,
give the Senator two extreme examples,
I hope that it will illustrate my point.
If two persons came to a real estate
agent, one Negro and one white, and
were sent to the owner of an exempted
home and he declined to sell to the Negro and accepted the offer of the white,
I think clearly that there would be no
violation.
To illustrate the other extreme case,
if the real estate agent sent many Negro
prospects and only one white, and after
15 or 20 refusals to sell to a Negro, and
one white, the court might very well
determine that there was an intention
to discriminate which was prohibited by
this amendment.
Let me point out that here we are
involved in a question of weighing facts
that must have judicial interpretation,
which I think would be materially com-
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plicated in an effort to make legislative
history at this point. The simple,
straightforward answer to the Senator's
inquiry is that it is unlawful to instruct
a real estate agent to discriminate, either in writing, orally, or otherwise indicate an intention to discriminate. I
would respectfully defer to the sound
judicial interpretation of this language
as the court may construe it in the years
to come.
Mr. PERCY. Before I would vote on
such an amendment, I would want to be
sure that I understood what the author
of the amendment has in mind. I am concerned that there are any number of
subtle signals that could go between a
real estate broker and a seller or a renter
in an informal conversation unrelated
even to the rental or the sale agreement.
If, for instance, the renter or seller said
to the broker, "Aren't these riots terrible things? I suppose you know where I
stand on civil rights?" Would that not
constitute, in the judgment of the dis~inguished Senator from Tennessee, an
mstruction to the broker that he could
not fail to interpret?
Mr. BAKER. In answer to my colleague, once again let me say that I do
not feel I should cast myself in the role
of making preliminary, previous jUdicial
interpretations of any set of facts. I
stand on the proposition that the amendment makes it unlawful to express or
otherwise to indicate to the agent a desire to discriminate.
In answer to the Senator's suggestion
that the amendment might not be practical, in the sense that there are subtle
and devious ways for a customer to convey his discriminatory purpose to his
real estate agent, I might also point out
that the world abounds in opportunities
to devious, dishonest, and indirect circumvention of this or any other statute.
As an example-as the Senator from
TIlinois gave me one-I would suggest
that even were this amendment not to
be adopted, and the Dirksen substitute
as drafted were to be adopted, in the case
of an individual who does not employ an
agent, by subtlety, personal friendship,
or other devious method, it is entirely
possible for a person to hire the professional services of an abstracter, a title
examiner, an attorney, or any other professional person who has a knowledge of
the law concerning the sale of land and
who has given advice in this respect.
After all, what is the essence of a real
estate industrial transaction, except the
matter of expert advice and counsel in
the matter of transferring titles?
Thus, in that respect, I freely admit
there is the possibility of subverting the
purposes of the amendment as well as
subverting the Dirksen substitute the
original Mondale provision, or any ~ther,
so long as there is a desire to violate the
law, or otherwise show bad faith on
the part of some of the citizens of this
country.
Mr. PERCY. May I ask a further question? Why would the homeowner want
to use the exemption the Senator from
Tennessee seeks to broaden unless he
seeks to discriminate?
Mr. BAKER. I did not hear the Senator's question.
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Mr. PERCY. Why would a homeowner
want to use the exemption the Senator
from Tennessee seeks to broaden unless
he wanted to discriminate? Why else
would he seek to invoke this particular
exception to the bill's coverage?
Mr. BAKER. Let me say to the Senator from TIlinois that he now touches on
a great area of injustice. Visualize for a
moment a young man employed in Portland, Oreg., by a large corporation, who
is transferred SUddenly, with little notice,
to Baltimore, Md. He could not care less
to whom he sells his house. He must
go to Baltimore to keep his job. He must
sell his house in order to gain equity to
buy another one. So the only recourse he
has is to employ a real estate agent to
serve in his stead after he has taken the
job at a distant location. This is an area
where an innocent person is penalized
unless the amendment is adopted, because the Dirksen substitute, if adopted,
would make it more difficult for that
innocent person to use an agent to negotiate for the purchase of his house after
he was transferred to Baltimore, Md.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield, on my own time?
Mr. BAKER I am happy to yield.
Mr. PERCY. If I understand this
amendment, it would require proof that
the single homeowner had specified
racial preference. I maintain that proof
would be impossible to produce. I feel I
must support the spirit of the compromise that was worked out. The Dirksen
amendment embraces what I consider to
be a reasonable approach and a reasonable compromise. My distinguished colleague from TIlinois is trying to prevent
the situation where young men who were
sent to Vietnam to work together, to
fight together, and to die together for
someone else's freedom come back to this
country and, if they are black, are not
protected from being discriminated
against. I cannot for the life of me see
how we can allow a black American to
come back here having risked his very
life abroad for someone else's equality,
and then find he is discriminated
against in his search to secure housing.
He could achieve a college education. He
could educate his children. He could
serve on the PTA. He could serve on
community groups. He could be a distinguished member of the church clergy.
But if he is black-and· for only that
reason-he cannot have housing in many,
many areas of this country. This causes
frustration. It causes bitterness. It
causes people to feel that ours is a hypocritical society.
I am for plugging every loophole in
this bill and sticking closely to the spirit
of the compromise I think the Senate is
trying to accomplish. I am earnestly entreating the Senate once and for all, to
mean what we say in this country when
we advocate equality of opportunity for
all people.
We cannot afford prejudice any longer.
We cannot afford the right to discriminate.
I wholeheartedly and enthusiastically
support, without any crippling amendments, the amendment presented by my
distinguished colleague from Illinois. I
cannot support tl1e amendment of my
able friend, the Senator from Tennessee.
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Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. Not at this moment. Mr.
President, may I inquire if the speech of
the distinguished Senator from Illinois
was taken out of my time or his time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It was
charged against the time of the Senator
from Illinois.
Mr. BAKER. I thank the Chair. I would
reply in this manner, on my own time:
To begin with, I would very much doubt
that the cause of a dispassionate. intelligent examination of the merits or demerits of this amendment is further
served by adding the fuel of emotion.
Second, I believe the plight of the same
young man who is sent to Vietnam, as
distinguished from returning, and who
cannot avail himself of the services of a
real estate agent, as the amendment now
would stand, without losing his personal
exemption, may be just as valid from
the emotional standpoint as the one who
is returning from Vietnam.
Let me say further that I very much
doubt if there is anyone in this Chamber
who has been agonized more than the
junior Senator from Tennessee on the
principle or language implementing a
legislative desire to clearly express the
will of this country and the Senate of
the United States against discrimination
in housing or any other field.
It is not always a popular political
subject in many States, but I would point
out that I have supported the concept
of equality of housing. I would point out,
as the junior Senator from Illinois knows,
that I have participated in many-not
just one or two, but many-extensive and
laborious conferences trying to bring this
matter to a satisfactory conclusion and
to move this country forward in an
equitable, commonsense way toward
racial, economic, and general equality of
every citizen. But I would point out, ~s
well, that even in the best laid plans of
men and the most conscientious efforts
of legislators, especially in a situation
where b1lls are put together with scissors
and a glue pot, there are sometimes
honest differences of opinion, not only
about what should be done, but what in
fact was done.
I simply say th.at I do not feel amendment No. 555 is in any way, as the Senator from nlinois termed it, a crippling
amendment. I say, conversely, that
amendment No. 555 fully supports and
advances the cause of equality of housing, but it attempts to inject a practical
note of workability into it so that in those
millions of cases where people cannot
afford to attend to the complex matter
of purchasing or selling their home, or
renting or otherwise dealing in real
estate, we do not, by inadvertence, by indirection, .or circuitously, deprive them
of the personal exemption which has
otherwise been built into the substance
of this proposal.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield so I may comment, on my
own time?
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I do not
believe that there has been a Senator
or colleague who has fought more than
the distinguished junior Senator from

Tennessee for what he believes in. I
think the positions he has taken have
been eminently courageous. They have
been leadership positions. I certainly
have deeply appreciated the cooperation
he has given everyone working to see
that we move ahead in this field. I know
what he intends to do here, but I do
not see how it can be implemented without great cost to the country.
I would like to go further than the
compromise bill goes. I would like to
have this act contain a provision with
reference to anyone who advertises,
whether he uses a broker or not, with
a sign in front or an ad in the paper, so
that no one can come back from Vietnam or anywhere else and, with an ad
in his hand, and being a qualified buyer
on every ground be turned down simply
on account of his color. There will still
be plenty of grounds that will be legal
on which a seller can refuse to contract.
There will still be refusals for lack of
character, lack of financial ability, or
because of proven lack of contributing
to a community. But to refuse solely because of race, color, or creed, having
advertised publicly a dwelling is for sale,
is undesirable to this Senator.
Now, ! have withheld any amendment
to further strengthen the bill. in the
spirit of the compromise. I still do not
intend to offer such amendments.
By no implication do I wish to detract
from what I consider to be the leadership of my distingUished colleague from
Tennessee.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. I yield to the Senator
from Massachusetts.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, from my
own knowledge, I know what a great contribution the distinguished Senator
from Tennessee has made to the compromise agreement upon which cloture
was voted yesterday.
However, I would certainly want to ask
the Senator some questions pertaining
to his amendment.
My first question is, Does not the Senator's amendment exempt all singlefamily, owner-occupied dwellings in the
country?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, in answer
to the question of the Senator from
Massachusetts, it does not. The purpose
of this amendment is simply to reach
those people who want to discriminate
through the use of an agency contract or
the services of a real estate broker.
I noticed in the newspaper recently
that my distinguished colleague and good
friend from Minnesota [Mr. MONDALE]
indicated that this amendment might affect 29 million homes. I believe my memory serves me correctly in this respect.
I very much doubt that any of us would
seriously contend that there are 29 million families in America with the express or implied or deeply imbedded desire to discriminate on a racial basis.
On the other hand, I feel that if we
give an exemption to the individual
homeowner, it is manifestly difficult to
explain why we take it away from him if
we leave the substitute in its present
language, so that he cannot avail himself
of the almost essential services of a real
estate agent.
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Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, under
the Dirksen substitute all single-family,
owner-occupied dwellings would be covered by fair housing legislation after
December 31, 1969; is that not true?
Mr. BAKER. No. If the Senator will
permit me, the Dirksen substitute would
cover all homes except those which are
sold without the services of a real estate
agent after December 31, 1969.
Mr. BROOKE. Under the Senator's
amendment, the same homes that would
be covered under the Dirl~sen substitute
would be exempt from fair housing legislation, is that not true?
Mr. BAKER. Not entirely. The effect
of this amendment-and, by the way,
the amendment consists of only four and
one-half lines of printed material-prIor
to December 31, 1969, would be identical
with that of the Dirksen substitute. There
is no difference prior to that date.
.
After December 31, 1969, the DIrksen
substitute would provide that if you hire
a real estate agent, you automatically
lose your exemption if you discriminate.
The Baker amendment would say that,
after December 31, 1969, if you hire a
real estate agent, you lose your exemption if you tell him to dIscriminate. This
is the basic distinction between the Dirksen substitute and the Baker amendment.
Mr. BROOKE. But even though there
is no directive to discriminate under the
Senator's amendment, the single family
owner-occupant can discriminate, is that
not true, under the Senator's Amendment?
Mr. BAKER. The single family owner,
under those circumstances. can choose
his purchaser. I can discriminate in the
same sense that the person who does not
hire a real estate agent can discriminate,
under the Dirksen substitute. Simply because you make it possible for a person
to discriminate does not mean that the
legislative language is calculated to
promote discrimination.
I believe that this query with respect
to the amendment can be made with
equal validity of the Dirksen substitute,
and of the Mondale amendment.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I am
not suggesting that this amendment
directs discrimination; but it does permit dIscrimination, is that not true?
Mr. BAKER. No further and to no
greater extent than any housing bill
which admits of any exemption under
any circumstance; because the sole impact of this amendment is to remove the
onerous burden of forfeiting your exemption, whether it exists under Dirksen,
under Mondale, or under Baker, by the
simple commercial act of hiring an agent.
We are not concerned, or at least I
am not concerned, with whether Mr. X
employs a real estate agent or not, but I
am concerned with whether Mr. X discriminates or not, and with whether Mr.
X instructs his agent to discrimInate or
not.
So it seems to me that Congress, if
this bill passes, will be placing a terrible burden of moral responsibilIty on
the real estate industry, if we transfer
the objectives and a part of the enforcement authority away from statutory law
and on to the shoulders of that industry.
Mr. BROOKE. The Senator has men-
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tioned Senator MONDALE'S observation
that there are 29 million single-family
dwellings in the country. The Senator
also knows that one of the purposes of
the proponents of this legislation was
to cover as much of the housing in the
country as possible, and to make fair
housing legislation applicable to as many
dW€lling units in the country as possible.
Is it not true that it has been estimated that as much as 57 percent of the
housing available on the market is singlefamily, owner-occupied housing?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I have
seen the figure 57 percent and also the
figure 40 percent. But I do not really
believe that is the issue, because, once
again, I do not believe that the Senator
from Massachusetts is implying that 57
percent of the family units in America
have a vast desire to discriminate.
The purpose of this amendment, once
again, is simply to remove the burden
of forfeiting your exemption under the
act because of the mere fact of hiring
a real estate agency, and then to go further and to prohibit your use of this
exemption for discriminatory purposes.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I do not
question the motives of the distinguished
Senator from Tennessee, nor the purposes of his proposed amendment, but I
do question the results of that amendment.
Is it not a fact that one result of the
amendment would be that the 29 million single-family owner-occupied houses
or 57 percent, or even, taking the lesser
figure, 40 percent, of the housing market of the country would be permitted to
discriminate, under the Senator's amendment?
Mr. BAKER. It admits only of the possibility that if there is an exemption-as
there is under the Dirk:sen substitutepeople thus exempted are theoretically
entitled to discriminate. But, once again,
I am not concerned with the question, at
this point, of \vhether we involve ourselves in a statutory prohibition against
every house and every household in
America, or whether we involve ourselves in nothing at all; because, in arriving at my judgment on whether to
vote for or against cloture, I reasoned
essentially as follows. Having voted
against cloture on two previous occasions,
in determining to vote for cloture as it
dealt with the Dirksen substitute, these
were my basic criteria:
First, I do not feel that the balance of
equities in this country should lead us to
the regimentation and the absolute control of how an individual homeowner
mayor may not dispose of his property.
Second, I feel that it should be the expre:ss purpose of Congre:ss and of the
Government to produce equality of fair
housing opportunity to the maximum
possible extent, after giving credence to
the idea that the individual homeowner
has some right to decide how, when, and
to whom he sells his house.
A balance of these two factors represented in the individual homeowner exemption is what convinced me that we
were going away from a position I had
previously opposed to a moderate position that would include those exemptions, those changes, those adminis-

trative enforcement provisions, those
judicial considerations, and other aspects for a middle-of-the-road, practical
step forward in the opportunity for
equality of housing opportunities.
Mr. BROOKE. Is not the present Dirksen substitute acceptable to the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I have
stated, and I state again, that the difficult, long, extensive negotiations whleh
took place looking toward ultimate settlement of this matter led me to believe
that the language which I submitted in
those negotiations, which are now embodied in the amendment, might be the
stated position of the compromise.
I was mistaken. It was an honest mistake. I lay no blame in any respect on
anyone save on myself. However, having
participated in those extensive negotiations, having helped, I hope, to bring together divergent viewpoints, and having
helped produce, I hope, a moderate proposal that I could support, I have no intention now of standing up and saying
in a rather petulant way, "If you don't
support my amendment, I won't vote for
the subst~tute."I do not mean that.
I very much hope that the amendment
will be agreed to. I very much fear that
if it is not, we will have done a grievous
injustice to many people, veterans of
Vietnam, and those would-be veterans
of Vietnam who have to sell their homes
and go into the service. However, if my
amendment is rejected. if we intend to
vote for a substantial version of the
Dirksen substitute, I reserve judgment
only on what might be done to alter, to
change, or to substitute from this point
forward in the nature of the amendments offered.
Mr. BROOKE. As the Dirksen substitute is presently drawn today, I interpret the distinguished junior Senator
from Tennessee to say that he will support that substitute.
Mr. BAKER. I am afraid that I yielded
to the temptation to use so many words
that I obscured the direct answer. And
the direct answer is, "yes."
Mr. BROOKE. I further ask the distinguished Senator from Tennessee
whether he sees any difference achieved
by inclUding veterans in his modification.
.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I believe
that my colleague, the distinguished
junior Senator from Massachusetts, is
dealing now with a question that has
been discussed by many of us. Perhaps
such an amendment will be offered or
has been offered by the distinguished
junior Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLERJ.

I have not made a judgment in this
respect. I do not express aclamant opposition to the general tenor of the proposal. However, at this point I amnot in
a position to say that I would oppose or
support such a proposal. I simply do
not know.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. MONDALE.Mr. President, let us
suppose a case under the amendment
of the Senator from Tennessee in which
the seller and his dealer privately met
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and orally (l.gr(!ed thatt.qey would never
sell to a Negro, no matter, who he might
be and no matter what price would be
offered. Let us suppose that there is
nothing in writing. Let us then suppose
that the broker goes out and clearly discriminates and refuses to produce any
purchasers who are Negroes and does
so on an outrageous and clearly provable
discrinlinatory basis. Let us further suppose that the homeowner does the same
thing, despite the fact that there is a
for sale sign in front of the home, a sign
that does not say they will ,not accept
Negro families as prospects.
Let us suppose further that a Negro
family comes to the home, and no matter what the social status or the wealth
of the purchaser might be, as long as
he is Negro, the owner and his dealer
outrageously refuse even to talk to the
family.
How, under the amendment of the
Senator from Tennessee would it be
proven that the law has been violated?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, in answering once again-and I do not mean
to sound the least bit facetious, and certainly not clear in this reply-but in this
matter, as in the matter of the enforcement of any other statute of law, the
common law of this Nation, there is no
way from the legislative standpoint that
we could possibly provide against or
eliminate the possibility of subversion of
the purpose and intent by secrecy, conspiracy, or dishonesty.
This Is so whether we· are speaking of
the draft, public welfare programs, the
Internal Revenue Code, the housing title
of a Civil Rights Act, or any other measure. We cannot provide against an abuse
of the stated purpose as long as human
nature is what it is. It is a little like
Chicken Little who felt th'at the sky was
falling in.
If we are so concerned with the
possibility of mischief that we distort
and render valueless the practical language of an act, we will never produce
forward momentum toward an accomplishment of our purposes.
In this .legislation, and in all other
fields, it is inevitable that the great, overwhelming majority of Americans will not
succumb to the temptations of secrecy,
connivance, and conspiracy in order to
subvert the actions of the Senate and the
House of Representatives with. the concurrence of the executive department in
proposing a law to move tIns country
forward in the field of fair housing
opportunities.
Mr. MONDALE.Mr. President, will the
Senator agree that in a case in which
the seller and his agent agree to discriminate, but do not do so in writing or
in some other tangible form of outside
evidence, there would be no way to prove
that they in fact had violated the amendment.
Mr. BAKER. I doubt that very much.
Mr. MONDALE. How would the Senator prove it?
Mr. BAKER. If I may respectfully dissent, my colleague, the Senator from
Minnesota, and I have both been lawyers. We were at one time, at least.
I point out that within the framework
of our judicial sy<stem, it is always a
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question of· proof. And there are devices
linder the Federal rules of civil procedure and under the Federal rules of crim.
inal procedure and the various state statutes of this Nation, in almost every jurisdiction, that provide that if the public
authority or .·an aggrieved individual
conceives that there has been a violation
of the law or a conspiracy to subvert
the law, which is what the Senator describes, it is entirely. possible to file a
complaint, to seek an indictment, to en":
gage the machinery of discovery and
depositions, arid otherwise try the law'suit in precisely the manner in which one
tries any other lawsuit involving an au- .
tomobile accident ora· conspiracy to
overthrow the United States of America.
by force and violence-and that is dim,cult to prove, too. However,. it· does not
make the Senate turn away from a duty
to move in this field.
Mr. MONDALE. Apparently the basic
virtue that the Senator from, Tennessee
sees in this proposal is that the seller
should not indicate pUblicly any preference on the basis of race. However, despite that, he may in fact discriminate
himself, or he may hire a broker to discriminate.
Would it not be more virtuous to propose the amendment in the other way
and provide that when a broker or an
owner is going to discriminate, he should
not be able to ask a Negro publicly to
come up to his home merely to be refused?
To put it differently, is this a virtue or
a disadvantage of the proposal of the
Senator from Tennessee?
Is there not something basically unfair? Is there not something basically
outrageous for an owner to hire a broker,
to buy advertisements in a newspaper
asking the public to come to his home
and buy it, to put up a for. sale sign in
the front of his house, and ask the Negro, his wife, and his children to walk
up to that house and be refused because
they happen to be Negroes?
Is that fair? Is it simply because they
happen to publicly disclose their discrimination that. the outrageous act is
purged from its outrageousness?
Mr. BAKER. I very much fear, with
all due reference to my colleague, he is
arguing not my amendment but, rather,
his original proposal. His proposal would
have provided for universal coverage, admitting of no exception for individual
homeowners. If that is the case, we have
an entirely different situation. That is
the situation against which I voted. But
now, having reached the middle accommodation that will permit us, for the first
time in the history of this Nation, to
have a fair housing bill, I would very
much hop~ that we do not return in
these arguments to the merit or lack of
merit of the provisions that are no longer
before us.
Mr. MONDALE. Will the Senator yield
for one more question?
I did state that there are approximately 25 million single-family owneroccupied dwellings in this country. I have
never said that I anticipate that all of
them, or even a major portion of them,
wish to discriminate. Would the Senator
from Tennessee agree that approx-

iniately that many units in that category
are reached by his amendment?
Mr. BAKER. I would agree that I have
no basis for disputing nor, for that matter. for confirming those figures. I know
only what I have read in the newspapers.
But that is not really the matter at
hand. I am willing to agree for the purposes of this discussion that that may
be so.
Once again, I would hope that the
Senate of the United states never falls
into the suspicious attitude and bias of
thinking that, if 29 million Americans
are affected by this provision, 28,999,000
of them are guilty of a conspiracy to
discriminate .
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. It is my understanding that the amendment of the Senator
from Tennessee contemplates keeping
in effect the law as written in the Dirksen amendment concerning those singlefamily dwelling owners who proceed to
sell their property without an agent.
Mr~ BAKER. .That is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. With respect to the
single-family dwelling owners who do
hire an agent, the amendment of the
Senator from Tennessee still will exempt
them from the operation of the Dirksen
amendment, except when the owner
tells the agent that he must choose, by
way of racial discrimination, the prospective buyer or lessee of the property.
Mr. BA.~ER. That is correct, as well,
but with this elaboration: The language
provides that it is to be without indicating any preference or without an intention to make such a preference. So
the expression of the preference or indicating an intention to discriminateeither one-would remove the person
from the exemption.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Is it the argument of
the Senator from Tennessee that, if it is
right morally and otherwise to give a
single-family dwelling owner the right
to choose whomever he will sell to or
lease to, it should follow that that right
should continue, regardless of whether
or not he chooses an agent?
Mr. BAKER. That is entirely so, in my
judgment.
I thank the Senator from Ohio for
his remarks.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Is it the argument of
the Senator from Tennessee that the
opposition to his amendment contemplates achieving by indirection an objective which the proponents of the
Dirksen amendment refuse to do by
direction?
Mr. BAKER. I agree.
I would say, once again, that we should
level in our analysis of what exemption
we have offered; because it does less than
no good if we create the impression
that we have exempted individual homeovmers and then we take it away from
them because they employ a real estate
agent.
In this amendment, the sole purpose
of the four ~'ld a half lines of language
is to remove the automatic forfeiture of
your exemption because of hiring a real
estate agent. But the amendment still
requires forfeiture of the exemption if
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you instruct the agent discriminatorily
or if you indicate a discriminatory preference then or later.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Figures have just been
given me by one of the staff members indicating that there are 36 million singlefamily ownerships in the United States.
Twenty-nine million of those singlefamily ownerships are usually sold
through agents; 7 million are sold, I suppose laboriously, by the owners who have
some knowledge of law and real estate.
Thus, if the amendment of the Senator
from Tennessee is adopted, it will in effect say that whether you hire or do not
hire an agent, it is your home, you have
a right to sell it to whomever you please,
lease it to \vhomever you please, except
that you cannot tell the agent that he
must sell it on the basis of racial prejudice and discrimination.
Mr. BAKER. The Senator is correct in
his analysis of both the provisions and
the intent of this amendment.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Much has been said
about the right of the buyer. What about
the seBer, who has thriftily accumulated
enough money to buy a home? He has
labored for it. It is his home. And the
Government tells him, "We are going to
direct and control you in how you may
dispose of what you have earned through
thrift and labor."
Does the Senator's amendment have
anything to do with that philosophy and
concept of social fairness?
Mr. BAKER. It has to do only with the
single, narrow purpose of not arbitrarily
depriving a citizen of an exemption
otherwise given because of the employment of a real estate agent.
Mr. LAUSCHE. In other words, if the
Dirksen amendment has given exemption to the 7 million who own their own
property and sell it without an agent, it
then should follow that it should be given
to the other 29 million who, because of
lack of knowledge, are driven to hire an
agent.
Mr. BAKER. I agree.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
Mr. DOMINICK addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Tennessee withdraw his
request for a quorum?
Mr. BAKER. I withdraw it.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, on my
own time-I yield myself 2 minutes-I
should like to ask the distinguished Senator from Tennessee several questions
about his amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado has the floor.
Mr. DOMINICK. I am somewhat concerned about the amendment, this reason: It seems to me that the net effect
of the amendment is to increase the opportunity for an exempted person to sell
his house or to rent his home on a dis-
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criminatory basis. Is that a fair statement?
Mr. BAKER. I think it is not, Mr.
President. I do not mean to dispute the
distinguished Senator from Colorado except to say that under the Dirksen substitute you cannot discriminate if you
hire an agent; and, therefore, you cannot discriminate through an agent. Under the Baker amendment you can discriminate. You can hire an agent. But
if you use that agent for discriminatory
purposes you lose your exemption.
The individual could discriminate, but
not the real estate agent.
Mr. DOMINICK. I had always thought
that in addition to havin.g a right to dispose of property in this country one also
has the privilege of acquiring property
without regard to race, creed, or color.
Consequently, when an exemption is
given to a person to dispose of property,
there is automatically being violated the
privilege of a person to acquire property
without that discrimination.
What bothers me about the amendment is that it would tie down only one
side. It would specify the right of a person to dispose of his property-if this is
a right, and I am not sure it is-but it
increases the opportunity for discrimination against the privilege of acquiring property because it mp.kes it easier
to dispose of it on a discriminatory basis.
Mr. President, that is the problem.
Mt·. BAKER. Mr. President, I think
that is not so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I yield myself 1 minute on my time so that I may
reply.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Tennessee is recognized.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, once again
I disagree respectfully, but I would point
out that we in no way by this amendment
abrogate the prohibition against discriminatory practices by real estate
agents. We in no way subvert or undermine the equality of the right to purchase or sell. The only thing we do is to
say the mechanical act of hiring an agent
does not automatically extinguish the exemption but rather the mechanical act of
hiring an agent with a discriminatory
purpose destroys the exemption.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado is recognized for 2
minutes.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, perhaps I misunderstood the Senator's
amendment. It is my understanding,
under the Dirksen substitute as it is now
written, that in the case of a singlefamily home the owner of that home will
be able to discriminate in either the sale
or rental of that property provided he
does not use a broker. Is that correct?
Mr. BAKER. It is essentially correct.
However, if the Senator will permit me,
I find in this entire colloquy that we tend
to think in terms of the statutory right
to discriminate or the statutory right not
to discriminate. Rather than to put it
that way, I urge that there is a substantial difference in choice of language and
it should not be that it would grant the
right to discriminate but rather that it

does not abrogate the right of individual
choice.
Mr. DOMINICK. Correct. I think we
come to the same result. I.~ it not true
that under the Baker amendment a person could give directions to his broker
to sell or lease his property without giving any directions on racial grounds, but
reserving to himself the right to reject
anybody brought to him by the broker?
Mr. BAKER. Not entirely, because the
language of the amendment provides
that a preference cannot be indicated to
the agent and, too, an intention to make
a preference cannot be shown.
Once again, I return to the theoretical
situation I gave to the junior Senator
from Illinois: and that is that there is a
dual test: What you tell the agent to
begin with and how you perform as other
persons are brought to you as prospects.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Tennessee.
The yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the
Senator withhold his request?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I withhold
my request.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I contemplate supporting the amendment of
the Senator from Tennessee.
The basis of my judgment is predicated
upon my conviction that an inhabitant
of the United States, who, through sweat,
toil, and labor, accumulates sufficient
money to buy a single home in which he
lives, ought to have the right to choose
to whom he will lease and to whom he
will sell.
In approaching the issue before us
there must be considered the rights of
both the seller and the contemplated
buyer. Mr. President, you cannot give to
the contemplated buyer a right without
taking away from the actual owner or
lessor of the property.
I have argued time and again that the
great advances made in our country have
been the product of a system of government that guarantees to the individual,
without confiscation or expropriation, a
full enjoyment of the creation of his
hands and his mind.
We have before us a positive conflict
with that great principle which has made
our country lich. Nowhere in the world
has such affluence been gained. Why? It
has not been gained because we have
been gifted with a superlative intelligence over and above that possessed by
other people of the world. It has not
been gained because we are gifted with
extraordinary richness of forest lands
and minerals. It has come to us because
our Constitution provides that that
which you create by hand and mind is
yours, it shall not be taken from you except through taxes reasonably needed
for the performance of governmental
fUIlCtions.
What do we propose to do? "X" labors
all of his life and he buys a home. It is
his castle. He paints it meticulously, he
cuts the grass, the shrubs, and he does
his own mechanical work, as he builds
up what he believes is his possession and
his finest creation on earth.
Along comes the Government and
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says, "You cannot lease, and you cannot sell except in accordance with the
terms which we give you."
Mr. President, I cannot subscribe to
that concept of governmental approach
to the rights of the Individual.
Now, our country is divided and it is
split wide open. We are trying to bring
about a union of thinking. On February
22 the George Washington Farewell Address was read and the greater part of
that address was directed toward the
need of creating a union of thought and
action within the country. Mr. PresIdent,
if you want union In this country and
without a further compulsion of separation, do not try to tell the poor Individual; who by his labor, sweat, toll,
and tears has acquired a home, that he
cannot sell It or lease it in accordance
with his thinking of what he wants to do.
The Dirksen amendment provides that
if we own the home and proceed to sell
it or lease it, we can do it on whatever
terms we want. The Dirksen amendment
further declares, however, that if we hire
a real estate agent, then we cannot do
what we are allowed to do IndividuallY.
My proposal provides that I am allowed
to do that individually. If it is all right
to do it individually, how does it become
wrong by doing It through an agent?
Moral righteousness is absolute. It does
not become converted merely by hiring
an agent. It is on that basis that I shall
support the amendment of the Senator
from Tennessee.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, suppose
there is a Mr. "Y" in this country and he
has worked hard all his life, too, and he
wants to buy a house. Now, Mr. "X" says,
"I do not like YOu because you are colored.
Go away." But, if Mr. "X" engages a
State-licensed agent to prevent Mr. "Y"
from buying that house, we say, "Let us
blow the whistle." I hope that the Senate will reject the amendment.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York [Mr. JAVITS] is recognized.
Mr. MURPHY. Will the Senator from
New York yield me 1 minute, on my time?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from California is recognized for 1
minute.
Mr. MURPHY. I should like to ask the
Senator from Michigan: We blow the
whistle on whom-the agent, or the man
who owns the house?
Mr. HART. We blow the whistle on the
practice and what would amount to congressional authorization to engage in
that activity; namely-Mr. MURPHY. If the Senator will permit me, I do not think he understood
my question. There is a question here as
to whether a man who owns a house has
a right to decide to whom he may sell it.
Please do not limit it to whether the man
is colored or not. There may be many
reasons. That is the basic principle on
which I am interested; namely, as to
whether I have the· right to a decision
regarding the disposition of my own personal property. If there is an agent Involved for any reason, and if there is
some harm done, and if there is discrimination, it is not necessarily on the part
of the agent. I merely ask, Where does the
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discrimination fall, on the man who takes
the order or tJ:ie man who owns the
house?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from California has
expired.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, I ask for
1 more minute on my own time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from California is recognized for 1
additional minute.
Mr. MURPHY. That is the basis of my
question. I do not see that it is proper,
nor do I agree with my distinguished
friend from Michigan, .that we should
penalize the real estate agent because he
has a license,· just because he happened
to get involved with someone who made
a decision regarding his. own personal
property, which is his. We agree that
there must be some rights here. He may
say, "I refuse to sell my house."
r think that is a shocking principle.
Mr. HART. Did r understand the Senator from California to say that was a
shocking principle?
Mr. MURPHY. That is my point. I
think that. is a shocking principle, yes.
I think it is shocking to embarrass anyone. r have objected to it all my life.
Mr. HART. The Senator from California can be very helpful in reducing incidents of embarrassment by rejecting
the Baker amendment.
Mr. MURPHY. r cannot see that this
is the proper way, to penalize the man
who is not guilty.
Mr. HART. That is something else.
The Senator is concerned about embarrassment. We know very clearly how we
can reduce that problem. There are certain activities in which I have no compunction in limiting the State-licensed
individual; namely, the real estate broker,
from being a participant in it, willingly
or not.
Mr. MURPHY. Let me say to the Senator that I would first put the blame
where it properly should rest, not with
the agent but with the man who made
the determination in the first place.
r thank the Senator.
Mr. HART. We do not do that. That is
precisely what we leave in.
Mr. MURPHY. Then the Senator
would agree with me that the disposition
of property should remain with the propertyowner?
Mr. HART. We should not facilitate
that property owner-Mr. MURPHY. That is not the question-Mr. HART. For that reason, among
many others, I hope that the Senate will
reject the B",ker amendment.
Mr. MURPHY. The basic question is:
Does the property owner have the right
to determine what happens to his property, or does he not?
Mr. HA..."R.T. r think we have gone
through that several times. He does not.
Even when he dies, and even in his blood
line, he does not. We say, let us include
in that inhibition the individual who
wants to discriminate and at the same
time engages a real estate agent to participate in it with him.
Mr. MURPHY. I thank the Senator.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
.
myself 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York is recognized for
1 minute.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the real
vice in this amendment is that it does
not come clean with us. r do not say that
out of any disrespect, but between this
amendment and the Dirksen substitute,
all one-family houses, substantially
speaking, are taken out of the bill. That
is not even a reasonable compromise, because it cuts it 85 percent. That is what
it comes down to. Whether it is a onefamily house or whether the owner sells
to a bank, they all get out. That is it.
I have listened to all these arguments
to deprive apartment house owners, as
the Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
BYRD] has said, because he owns it and he
earned it by the sweat of his brow. What
is the difference between that and a onefamily house?
Mr. President, the real nubbin of the
question is that it is immoral and it is
against the Constitution. That is the real
situation here.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from New York has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 30 seconds.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York is recognized for
30 seconds.
Mr. JAVITS. Upon that ground, we
are dealing with and describing it de
ninimis because of the conviction we
hold; namely, what is the price we shall
have to pay in order to have a beginning
in this situation? For there is a wide area
of "price" for the Dirksen substitute.
Apparently, we do not have it because
this sweeps another 85 percent of what
is left of single-family houses out of the
bill. For that reason, and that reason
alone, the Baker amendment should be
defeated.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, on the
question of "coming clean," as suggested
by my colleague from New York, I respectfully suggest that the implication,
if any, to the effect that there was a
concert of action between the minority
leader and the junior Senator from Tennessee to produce an exemption that had
brought sweeping effects is entirely mistaken.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Tennessee yield for a ques~
tion?
Mr. BAKER. In a moment.
To the extent that we are dealing with
the morality or the immorality of this
position and this situation, I respectfully
suggest that the time has come when
adult, intelligent, rational, and national
legislators in this body must consider the
merits of the amendment.
On the question of its legal impact,
how it squares with existing commercial
and personal practices in this Nation,
and with minimum resort to emotional
appeal, I would also point out one further thing: That this amendment originates from me, the junior Senator from
Tennessee, who is not taking a popular
position from a political standpoL'lt in
joining those of us who believe in equality
of housing opportunity, but at the same
time who have labored, and those before
me who have labored, for a fair housing
statute for many years and have never
gotten it.
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I think now, from a practical standpoint, we have an opportunity to go
ahead and get a good one. I am anxious
to join in it, on a nonemotional and a
moderate and straightforward basis.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The b1ll clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum caIl be rescinded.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, r ask for
the yeas and nays.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The yeas and
nays have been ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Tennessee. The yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia <when his
name was called). On this rollcall I have
a live pair with the distinguished Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE].
If he were present and voting, he would
vote "nay." If I were permitted to vote,
I would vote "yea." Therefore I withhold my vote.
Mr. PROUTY <when his name was
called). On this vote r have a live pair
with the distinguished minority leader
[Mr. DIRKSEN). If he were present and
voting, he would vote "yea." If I were
permitted to vote, I would vote "nay."
Therefore I withdraw my vote.
The rollcaIl was concluded.
Mr. MANSFIELD <after having voted
in the negative). Mr. President, on this
vote I have a pair with the distinguished
senior Senator from Oregon [Mr.
MORSE]. If he were present and voting
he would vote "nay." If I were permitted
to vote, I would vote "yea." Therefore, I
withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Minnesota
[Mr. MCCARTHY], the Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE], the Senator from
Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE], and the
Senator from Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL]. are
necessarily absent.
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON]
is necessarily absent.
The Senator from IIlinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is absent by leave of the Senate
because of deat.h in his family, and his
pair has been previously announced.
The result was announced-yeas 43,
nays 48, as follows:
Allott
Baker
Bennett
Bible
Burdick
Byl'd, Va.
Cannon
Carlson
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Eastland
Ellender
ErvIn
Fannin

[No. 25 L<'g.]
YEA8-43
Mundt
FUlbright
Murphy
Gore
Pearson
Hansen
Smathers
Hayden
Hlckenlooper Sparl:man
Spong
fUll
Stennis
Holland
Talmadge
Hollings
Thurmond
Hruska
Tower
Jordan, N.C.
Jordan. Idaho Williams, Del.
Yarborough
Lausche
Young, N. Dak.
Long. La.
McC1ellan
Miller
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AIken
Hart
Monroney
Anderson
Hartke
Montoya
Bartlett
Hatfield
Moss
Bayh
Inouye
Muskie
Boggs
Jackson
Nelson
BreWF.ter
Javits
PEIl
Brooke
Kennedy, Mass. Percy
Ca-se
Ke,medy, N.Y. Proxmire
Church
Kuchel
Rar.d01pll
Clark
Long, Mo.
Ribicotf
Dodd
Magnuwn
Scott
Dominick
McGee
SmIth
Pong
1icGo\"ern
S;,mlngton
Griffin
McIntyre
Tydings
Gruenlng
Metcalf
WilLams, N.J.
Harris
Monda:e
YOUEg, Ohio
PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAIRS, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED--3
Byrd of

~Nest Virgil'!i3.~ for.

Mansfield. for.

Prouty, against.

Dirksen
McCarthy

NOT VOTING-6
Morse
Pastore
Morton
RusEell

So Mr. BAKER'S amendment· was rejected.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was rejected.
Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr..MANSFIELD. Mr. President, may
we have order?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senate
will be in order.
AMENDMENT NO. 558

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I call

up my amendment No. 558, and ask that
it be read.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, may we have order?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senate
will please be in order. The attaches will
be as quiet as possible, and take seats in
the rear of the Chamber.
The clerk will state the amendment.
The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. The
Senator from Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE]
proposes an amendment as follows:
On page 5, between line 3 and 4, Insert a
new paragraph as follows:
"(3) during or incident to a riot or civil
disorder, any person engaged In a business In
commerce or affecting commerce, InclUding,
but not limited to, any person engaged In a
business which sells or offers for sale to Interstate travelers a substantial portion of the
articles, commodities, or services which It
sells or where a substantial portion of the
articles or commodities which it sells or offers for sale have moved in commerce; or".
On page 5, line 4, strike out "(3)" and
Insert "(4)".

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, may
we have order?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
will withhold until we slow down the
traffic in the Chamber.
The Senator may proceed.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, my
amendment is designed to give the individual who operates a small store or
shop or other small business the same
freedom from interference, coercion, or
intimidation as the pending bill will give
to an individual who wants to go to a
theater or to a sporting event.
Mr. President, we have heard great
concern expressed for the protection of
racial, ethnic, and religious minorities In

the exercise of numerous rights, prlvi-'
leges and activities.
The activities protected are so numerous, and the terms of the law so vague
that the enforcement of this bill would
require a national police force with the
power to delve into every facet of the
private lives and private conduct of the
citizens of each state of the Union:
This bllI usurps the traditional police
powers of the State-their power to protect their citizens from assault, battery,
murder, and all the other crimes agaInst
an Individual.
In light of the eagerness of the 'sponsors of this legislation to provideprotection for certain individuals in the exercise of a host of activities, benefits, and
rights, it is strange that no consideration
has been given to protecting one of the
most important rights and privileges in
our society-the right and privilege of a
man to own and operate his own
business.
.
Of course, it is not a constitutionally
protected right of an individual to operate any kind of business he sees fit in
any circumstances. However, if a mauls
granted a license to operate a business
by his city or State, he has the right to
operate that business free from violence,
intimidation, coercion, or danger to his
life.
It goes without saying that the wave
of riots and civil disorders, with their
attendant incidents of looting, burning,
and murder, have made it impossible for
many businesses to operate at all.
Figures released on November 1 by the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations provide a shocking testimonial to the toll of riots in American
cities.
Over the past 3 years, 101 major riots
have cost our country almost three quarters of a billion dollars. Estimates of the
cost include $210.6 million in property
damage, $504.2 million in other economic
losses.
A major part of the property damage
was suffered by businessmen. As pointed
out by a Dun & Bradstreet survey, the
Impact of riot damages falls principally
on the small businessman.
As I have said many times before, the
Senate is under no compulsion to acquiesce to the demands of a mob.
It would be far more appropriate that
the Senate concern itself with protecting
small businessmen and other victims of
riots and mob violence.
It would be far more appropriate that
the Senate concern itself with the protection of American people and the restoration of law and order.
I do not think it necessary to elaborate
on the importance of private businesses
to the continued growth and prosperity
of our Nation. Everyone is aware that the
ingenuity· and resourcefulness of the
American businessmen have made it possible for this country to enjoy the. highest standard of living any nation has ever
known.
However, I cannot understand how we
could propose to go so far to protect so
many farfiung private, personal activities and, yet, fail to provide protection for
one of this Nation's most essential activities-the operation of a pI~ivate business.
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Are we to protect the right of a person to
apply for and enjoy employment, but not
protect the right of this person's·· employer to operate his business?
I sublnit, Mr. President, that the growing incidence of riots and civil disorders,
especially in our largest cities, makes it
imperative that the Congress enact legislation to protect our private businessmen.· Protection is especially needed for
the small businessman, because he· is
hardest hit in the case of a riot. Furthermore, he is the one least able to absorb
the loss.
.
; It is widely assumed that all businessmen have insurance that covers their
losses. Unfortunately, such is not the
case.
Hearings held in April before the Senate Select Committee on Small BusIness
indicate that It. is growing increasingly
difficult for a merchant in a high-crime
area to obtain 'theft insurance.
If such insurance is available to a small
retailer, the rates are usually exorbitant.
Figures maintained by the National Bureau of Casualty Underwriters show that
in the 2-year period between 1964 and
1966, premium rates in the District of
Columbia for burglary and robbery insurance have risen an average of 6i.5
percent.
The rate for small retailers policies has
increased 87.6 percent.
After a riot occurs, it may become impossible for merchants to get insurance
coverage at any rate.
After the Watts riot, which resulted
in the payment of somewhat more than
$40 million in Insurance claims, companies in that area declined to write policies covering not only theft, but vandalism and malicious mischief. Reportedly,
crime insurance policies were available,
but the rates were raised from 300 to
500 percent. As a result, only eight businesses reopened in Watts out of the 4(1
which were destroyed.
Insurance losses in Detroit were estimated at $85 million. A survey of the
General Adjustment Bureau, which represents 300 firms in the riot area,
showed that 538 business firms were destroyed, and 549 others were seriously
damaged.
A Dun & Bradstreet survey of over 300
businesses in the aftermath of the riot in
Newark, N.J., shows that the riot damages fell principally on the small businessman.
Mr. President, I fear that the ability
of the small businessman to survive in
many of our cities is being seriously
threatened by mob violence, pillaging,
burning, and looting.
~
, 'l'he small retailer has a hard enough
time trying to compete while suffering
from all of the conventional types of
crime-robbery, burglary, and shoplifting. All too often, the uncontrolled violence .of a full-scale riot drives him out
of pusiness-in many cases causing the
loss of the work and savings of a lifetime.
Therefore, I propose an amendment
to extend the protection of the Dirksen
amendment to owners and operators of
business enterprises, large and small.
My amendment \yould make those who
use riots and civil disorders to burn, loot,
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and pillage stores and warehouses, .and
to intimidate store qwners, subject to
the same penalties that this bill would
apply to a person who interferes with a
member of a minority in the exercise of
his right to· apply fO.r employment, to
attend a public school, or to enjoy public accommodations.
The hoodlum who injures a store
owner during the course of a riot will be
subject to the same penalties that apply
to a hoodlum, who injures a member of
a minority trying to enjoy the benefit of
a public swimming pooL
The hoodlum who murders a store
owner during a riot.or civil disorder will
be subject to. the same punishment as a
hoodlum who': murders someone who is
advising minorities on how to assert their
civil rights.
The hoodlum who throws a molotov
cocktail through a window of a store during the course of a riot will be subject
to the same penalties as the hoodlum who
burns down the house of a civil rights
worker.
Personally, I feel that it is just as important to protect the right of a man to
operate his business as it is to protect
the. right of someone to go to a movie.
I feel that it is just as important to
assure protection for the businessman
against being bombed out as it is to guarantee someone's right to have a soda at
the corner drugstore.
I feel it is just as important to provide
adequate punishment for someone who
throws a molotov cocktail through a store
window as it is to punish someone interfering with the right of someone else
to see a football game.
I feel that it is just as important to
help a businessman keep from being
stolen blind as it is to assist a person in
his right to stay in a motel.
The basis for my amendment is the
commerce clause of the Constitution. It
is apparent that, by current court interpretations of the commerce clause, Congress can regulate the smallest of businesses, even the corner grocery store or
the local restaurant.
I do not approve of this extremely
broad interpretation of Congress' power,
but if Congress is going to legislate a
host of reiuIationsand controls for businesses, I .feel. that it should also provide
some protection. for businessmen. My
amendment . .will provide this muchneeded protection.
It seems ironic that Congress should
be more concerned with legislating
against a few Southern States than with
legislating against mob violence in the
major Northern cities, which has made it
impossible in many cases for small businessmen to operate.
It seems ironic that Congress should
be more concerned with protecting socalled civil rights militants such as Rap
Brown· and .Stokely. Carmichael than
with protecting •a small grocery store
operator who has for 20 years worked 7
days a week to build up a capital investment that will give security to himself
and his family.
Mr. Pr~sident, the burned-out drugstores, the' smashed~out windows of the
local laundry, and the looted and empty
shelves. ofthe corner grocery stores, the
wanton thievery from supermarkets, ap"

pliance and furniture stores, in a hundred cities, give tragic testimony of the
need for some legislation to protect our
Nation's businessmen.
While the amendment I have offered
will not solve the problem of mob violence, it will provide some much needed
protection for the businessman who is a
victim of this Violence.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, w1ll the
Senator yield?
Mr. TALMADGE. I am delighted to
yield to the distinguished Senator from
Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. I should like to read the
first nine sentences of an editorial in the
Washington Post of this date. The editorial is entitled "Shooting Shopkeepers":
It Is perfectly obvious that somethIng needs
to be done to put a llmit on the number of
shopkeepers "sportsmen" can bag in a sIngle
weekend. The specIes will soon be as extinct
as the WhoopIng crane if reasonable measures are not taken to protect It. There are
closed' seasons for deer, ducks and other
forms of wildlife. And, Indeed, strtct ceilings
are placed on the number any hunter can
klll at anyone time.

This seems to be in support of the Senator's amendment, though I am not sure
the editor will so conclude.
Mr. TALMADGE. I appreciate the Senator from Tennessee bringing that point
out, and I believe it is indeed appropriate
at this time.
We have had more than 8,000 cases of
arson in this country in the last 3 years
because of these riots.
Every Senator has seen, on his television screen, mobs looting liquor stores,
grocery stores, and other stores. Color
television sets particularly were an object of their looting. Sometimes we would
see Cad1llacs involved in the looting.
If we are going to pass a civil rights
bill, let us get to the heart of things. Let
us protect the businessmen who are giving employment in the ghettos to people-most of them members of minority
races, a high percentage of them Negroes-who have had their homes and
stores burned out from under them.
I believe that the Senate would be
most derelict in its duty if it did not incorporate this amendment in the bill. It
would give some security and protection
to the small businessmen of America
where these riots have prevailed.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. TALMADGE. I am delighted to
yield to the distinguished Senator from
Florida.
Mr. HOLLAND. Is it not true that the
owners of these small shops and of other
merchandising businesses constitute a
very real minority?
Mr. TALMADGE. Indeed, they do.
Mr. HOLLAND. And a smaller minority than the racial minority about which
we frequently hear, and even a smaller
minority than some other racial minorities in our country?
Mr. TAL;.\fADGE. I agree with the Senator.
As I pointed out, a high percentage of
the businessmen who need protection are
of the Negro race. When these riots occur
in the ghettos, sometimes a large percentage of them are Negroes, and they
are the ones hardest hit.
Mr. HOLLAND. I am glad the Senator
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has called attention to this forgotten
minority, which he brings into the debate
at this time. I shall support his amendment.
Mr. TALMADGE. I thank the Senator
from Florida.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays on the amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I believe
that those of us concerned with extending unduly the power of the Federal
police arm should reject the amendment
suggested by the Senator from Georgia.
It is inappropriate, quite aside from the
prudence of putting Federal pollcemen
into the situation. We have no record of
any lack of concern, no inhibition, no
restraint, no fear on the part of the local
law enforcement agencies to protect the
businesses in this country.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. I am sure the Senator will agree that Detroit was hard hit,
and that the local police authorities could
not control the situation there. Is that
not true?
Mr. HART. I do agree.
Mr. TALMADGE. Would not the Senator want to protect the small merchants
who had such tremendous damage inflicted upon them in Detroit last year?
Mr. HART. Mr. President, the rights
which we seek to protect from intimidation in the enumerated items in the committee bill are rights in many cases not
available in certain situations because of
reluctance stemming from history and
geography. But I insist that there is no
showing of lack of will on the part of a
prosecutor to proceed in the case of violence done a businessman in connection
with a riot.
For this reason, I suggest that it would
be undesirable-indeed, unnecessarythat we extend the reach of the Federal
power to a situation such as described by
the Senator from Georgia.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield on my time?
Mr. HART. I Yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. Does not the able
Senator believe that the right of a businessman to survive in Detroit or any
other city in America, without being
looted and his store burned down and
himself maimed and sometimes killed, is
just as important as right as going to a
theater in Detroit or in Georgia?
Mr. HART. I do, indeed.
Mr. TALMADGE. Why not give it the
same protection?
Mr. HART. I believe, indeed, that the
shooting of the storekeeper that the Senator from Tennessee described, in quoting the recent editorial, is something of
which we should be critical, and we
should insure that adequate enforcement
is available to forestall it. But do we
want to suggest that in every case of
violence in this country the Federal Government shall respond?
Mr. TALl\1:ADGE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. The Senamr apparently has r.ot read my amendment.
He. will note that on page 1, line 3, it
readS "during or incident to a riot or
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civil disorder." It is not related to every
incident of violence. It is related only
to riots and civil disorders.
Mr. HART. Does the senator believe
that we should distinguish between a
murder incident to a riot and a murder
such as the Senator from Tennessee discussed?
Mr. TALMADGE. I do. because these
riots have proved to be a serious problem with which we are unable to cope.
The senator saw the Senate take action with only 13 dissenting votes, to
make it a crime for people to go from
State to State inciting riots. But we have
left a gap open. We have not done anything to protect the small businessmen
from these riots once they have started.
Mr. President. if we are going to invoke Federal power, let us go all the way
in protecting businessmen.
Mr. HART. My only caution is that
we not invoke the Federal power unless
there is a showing of need in the form
of reluctance on the part of local authorities to protect them.
I insist the reach that would be the
result of the amendment of the senator from Georgia would be one that
would compel us to act with Federal responsibility for a whole broadside of
matt.:lrs.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. It was necessary for
the President to send the Army into
Detroit to invoke Federal power. I am
not trying to send the Army in. I am
only trying to invoke Federal law to
protect operators of private businesses.
Mr. HART. My position, and I hope
we will be sustained by the Senate. is
that property destruction incident to a
riot, which is the concern of the Senator from Georgia can be safeguarded,
indeed. if the riot reaches the point of
Detroit. by the intrusion of armed forces.
However. to suggest that we should include in this bill a provision intended to
identify areas where, because of attitudes, rights have not always been protected. I think is undertaking a step so
far. in terms of Intruding troops on the
local scene. that all of us would regret
it.
For that reason I hope the amendment
is rejected.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. I yield
myself 1 minute.
The sum and substance of the Senator's argument was that some rights
should be protected. relating to attitUdes,
and some other rights should not be
protected.
'
The greatest problem facing America
today is the destruction of private property by people involved in pillaging and
looting. We have had 130 cities where
such instances have occurred and now
it is time for Congress to act. If Congress is going to take action in one area
of civil rights it should try to protect
the people who are being burned out of
their homes and businesses.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,
w1l1 the Senator yield to me?
Mr. TALMADGE. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Wlll the Senator explain to me in summary fashion

what his amendment would do that
would not be done in the absence of his
amendment?
Mr. TALMADGE. It would give protection to people engaged in small businesses
in incidents of riots or civil disorders.
It would give exactly the same protection afforded in the so-called Dirksen
substitute when a person is enjoying
programs, services, facilities, privileges.
advantages. and accommodations. In
other words. it would give a man protection from having his store burned down.
pillaged, or looted; it would give him the
same protection as is given to a citizen
who wanted to go to a theater or a swimming pool.
It would give the same protection as
is given to a citizen who wanted a drink
in a bar. It would give no more and no
less, but the same protection.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As I understand the matter, there are penalties
provided for someone who interferes with
a man's civil rights to go to a theater.
Mr. TALMADGE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. And the Senator is saying that the same rights that
are protected on behalf of a man who
wants to go to a theater should also be
protected for the businessman whose
store is burned down. or pillaged. or
looted in the course of a riot.
Mr. TALMADGE. The Senator is correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SPONG in the chair). The time of the
Senator has expired.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that we may proceed
for 1 additional minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Is it not a
great deprivation of the right to earn a
living when a man's store is burned down
and his property destroyed?
Mr. TALMADGE. I could not agree
more with the Senator. I think that right
is more important to him. and to the
feeding and clothing of his family. than
the right of someone to go swimming in
a swimming pool or to go to a theater.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I understand
that between the two rights. the Senator
contends that the right for a man to
have his little business and operate that
business without being burned down,
looted, or destroyed, is every bit as imPOl·tant to a man as to peaceably enjoy
the friendship of a barroom.
Mr. TALMADGE. Or the right to use
the streets.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Or to go
swimming, or to enjoy the theater. or to
go to a lunch counter. or anything of the
sort.
Mr. TALMADGE. No more and no less.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It seems to
me that the right to conduct your business without it being destroyed is much
more important than to enjoy a theater
or to eat at a hot dog stand.
Mr. TALMADGE. I agree. It is not only
more important but the problem is greater. I do not know anyone being denied
the right to go to a barroom, or a
theater. or swimming. But I do know of
thousands of instances where stores are
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being pillaged. looted. and burned to the
ground.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I agree it is a
much greater problem.
Mr. TALMADGE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, briefly I
want to insist again that there is no
showing of anything other than diligent
prosecution in the case of violence done
to businesses, whether in riots or out of
riots. This proposal would create a new
area of jurisdiction without a showing of
a lack of prosecution.
.
There is no showing that in the case
of Detroit or anywhere else there was an
unwillingness to enforce the local law
that would make this necessary.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President.
will the Senator yield briefly on my time?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,
the Senator represents a great State and
a great city in that State. which had a
horrible riot last year.
I would ask the Senator, Is it not true
that there was no Federal statute which
made the great number of the crimes or
acts of violence committed in the course
of that riot a Federal violation? In other
words, as far as I know. arson of a private home is not a Federal offense.
throwing a molotov cocktail into a man's
place of business is not a Federal offense
today. and even sniping is not a Federal
offense. unless one is shooting at the
President himself.
Would it not be appropriate that the
arm of the Federal Government help in
this situation? As I understand it. the
arrest records indicate substantial numbers of these people engaged in sniping,
burning, pillaging, and looting had prior
criminal records. Would it not be well to
have the long arm of the Federal Government involved in order to deter these
people who rioted and looted in the Detroit riot?
Mr. HART. My answer is "No." There is
no showing of a need for this kind of
Federal action.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield further on my
time?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. How many of
those rioters in Detroit have been convicted of violating the Federal law?
Mr. HART. I have no idea.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Or the State
law?
Mr. HART. As a consequence of the
Detroit riot?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As a consequence of the Detroit riot.
Mr. HART. I am hesitant to give the
report on the number of convictions obtained and the indictments· still outstanding. They go into the hundreds.
There are literally hundreds.
Incidentally. I wish to add. as we all
know, this was an integrated riot.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the last
analysis would not the adequacies of the
law be indicated by how many people
were convicted after they committed
these tens of thousands of crimes?
Would not the test be how many you
have had convicted? And even more importantly. what reat deterrent exists to
the rioters and looters.· to the vicious
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snipers and killers? Local law enforcement is hard pressed today to maintain
law, order, and respect under ordinary
conditions. Widespread rioting makes
it impossible, with evidence for convictions and just punishment being lost in
the melee. Furlher,can the Senator. tell
me any Federal law at. the present time
that would help all of those people who
had their businesses looted and burned?
Mr. HART. As far as I know, there has
been no criticism and no claim that local
law has any grave omission. There is no
question that many of the acts which the
Senator is, discussing are not covered,
but I doubt there is any State law which
State authorities refused to enforce.
In the absence of that record, why in
Heaven's name do you want to put Federal policemen on the streets?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr.' President, has
there been any Sl:lOWing of ,absence in the
State of Michigan of State law covering
such things as integration of schools?
Such things as FEPC matters under
which employment of individuals, regardless of race" is protected, and other
things now protected by Federal law. It
seems to me that the laws in the State of
Michigan go even, further than Federal
laws in those various fields, do they not?
Mr. HART. I can anticipate the senator's next question when I answer, yes.
Our State laws do go beyond. Nonetheless, we support the bUI.
Mr. HOLLAND. Yet the Senator pro-'
poses to put this in the b11l notwithstanding the fact that the State law in
Michigan goes much further than Federal law, and that the enforcement of
many of those laws is going on very
actively. Yet the senator urges against
the amendment of the' Senator from
Georgia, in spite of the fact that the
State law exists and that the State law
w1ll be' enforced. How does the Senator
reconcile those two positions?
Mr. HART. I am answering on the
Senator's time?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
Mr. HART. Again, as I indicated in
my first comment, this would be the
only provision in the title we are discussing-that is, title I-whiCh would prescribe acts not motivated by a desire to
intltnidate indiViduals in the exercise of
a specific Federal right.
Mr. HOLLAND. That is not like unto
the philosophy he uses in his bill.
Mr. HART. My comment earlier about
the fact that it was integrated was to
make clear that whoever the violator was,
there was no reluctance on the part of
local authority to proceed. That wac the
point I was making. I say that the existence intact of a business premise would,
for the first tltne, be made a specific
Federal right with the specific Federal
policeman outside, and the specific Federal lawsuit would be filed showing that
there was failure on the part of local law
enforcement to do that.
Why establish this specific Federal
right in a bill where \/e are aiming at
preventing IntimIdation of an exIsting,
specific Federal right such as voting. I
hope that we do not do that.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, let me
conclude on this point: It seems to me
that when the Federal Government goes

into that field, already in connection with
such matters as wage control, health
control, pollution control, and numerous
other matters where Federal law does
apply to institutions of that kind, we
should not balk at provisions which seek
to protect against riots, riots engendered
by racial expressions, to protect an owner
of small property who otherwise would
be without remedy.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the Senator from Michigan says that there is
no evidence of any necessity to have a
law that would touch criminals in the
places where crimes and rioting were
committed last year.
lcalled attention during the first part
of this debate that during one recent
year, in New York State, according to
FBI reports, 180 persons were murdered
there without a single one of the perpetrators of those murders being brought
to justice.
To my mind, that Indicates something
deficient in law enforcement in New
'
York State.
Furthermore, I should like to ask the
Senator from Michigan whether he has
ever heard of a case anywhere where
anyone used force or threat of force to
keep a man from serving on a state jury?
I have spent a large part of my life in
courthouses and I never heard of such
a case. But here we are asked to defeat
the amendment of the distinguished
gentleman from Georgia on the grounds
it is not necessary, notwithstanding the
thousands of losses suffered by small
businessmen in the rioting of last summer.
Mr. President, we should not exclude
that amendment from the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The question is on agreeing to the amendment
No. 558 of the Senator from Georgia [Mr.
TALMADGE].
On this question yeas and nays have
been ordered. and the clerk will call
the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted
in the negative). Mr. President, on this
vote I have a pair with the senior Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE]. If he
were present and voting, he would vote
"nay:' If I were permitted to vote, I
would vote "yea." Therefore I withdraw
my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (after
having voted in the affirmative). Mr.
President, on this vote I have a live pair
with the Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
RIBICOFF]. If he were present and voting, he would vote "nay." If I were permitted to vote, I would vote "yea." Therefore I withdraw my vote.
I announce that the Senator from
Alaska [Mr. GRUENING], the Senator
from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN], the Senator
from Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY], the
Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE], the
Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE], and the Senator from Connecticut
[Mr. RIBICOFF] are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting. the Senator from Rhode
Island [Mr. PASTORE] would vote "nay."
Mr. KOCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON] is
necessarily absent.

The Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is absent by leave of the Senate
because of death in his famlly.
The result was announced-yeas 48,
nays 42, as follows:
AIken
Allott
Bennett
Bible
Boggs
Brewster
Byrd, Va.
Cannon
Cotton
Curtis
Dodd
Dominick
Ea.stland
Ellender
Ervin
Fannin

[No. 26 Leg.]
YEA5-48
Montoya
Fulbright
Mundt
Gore
Murphy
Hansen
Hlckenlooper Prouty
Randolph
Hlll
Russell
Holland
Smathers
Holllngs
Sparkman
Hruska
Spong
Jordan. N.C.
Jordan, Idaho Stennis
Talmadge
Lausche
Thurmond
Long, La.
Tower
McClellan
Williams, Del.
McIntyre
Yarborough
!vUller
Young, N. Dak.
Monroney

Anderson
Baker
Bartlett
Eayh
Brooke
Burdick
Carlson
Case
Church
Clark
Cooper
Fang
Griffin
Harris

NAY8--42
Hart
Hartke
Hatfield
Inouye
Jackson
Javlts
Kennedy, Mass.
Kennedy, N.Y.
Kuchel
Long, Mo.
Magnuson
McGee
McGovern
Metcalf

Mondale
Moss
Muskle
Nelson
Pearson
Pell
Percy
Proxmire
Scott
Smith
Symington
Tydings
Williams, N.J.
Young, Ohio

PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAIRS, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-2
Mr. Byrd of West Virginia, for.
Mr. Mansfield, for.
Dirksen
Gruenlng
Hayden

NOT VOTING-8
McCarthy
Pastore
Morse
RlblcotI
Morton

So Mr. TALMADGE'S amendment (No.
558) was agreed to.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOLLAND. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had agreed to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the House to the bill (S.
889) to designate the San Rafael Wilderness, Los Padres National Forest, in the
State of California.
INTERFERENCE WITH crvll..
RIGHTS
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R 2516) to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or
intimidation, and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The bill
Is open to further amendments.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I call up
my amendment No. 566, as modified as
to page and 11ne numbers only, and ask
that it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment, as modified, will be stated.
Mr. ERVIN. I ask to have all of the
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I said to him, "All right, Mr. Attorney
amendment read so that Senators may
General, if you mean that, I assume the
understand it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- administration will accept this amendate will be in order. The attaehes will ment I have."
But he would not accept the amendretire to the rear of the Senate Chamber, if they have authority to be here. ment.
In many cases of rioting, the external
The amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. The Senator elements of the offense denounced by
from North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN] pro- Title I of this bill are present. For example, there were white officers in Deposes an amendment, as follows:
troit who shot some nonwhites in a
On page 6, after Hne 24, insert the followmotel. Other nonwhites who were presing:
"(d) The provisions of this section shall ent claimed that they were shot unnot apply to acts or omissions on the part justifiably, because they were merely
of law enforcement officers, members of the exercising their right to enjoy the motel.
National Guard. as defined in section 101 While the officers claimed it was neces(9) of title 10, United States Code, members
of the organized mllltia of any State or the sary for them to use the force involved
District of Columbia, not covered by such to suppress rioting, there was difference
section 101 (9), or members of the Armed of race between the officers involved and
Forces of the United States, who are engaged the victims of the alleged offense, and
in suppressing a riot or civil disturbance or thus an external case of the essential
restoring law and order during a riot or elements of the crime denounced by the
civil disturbance."
first section of the bill existed.
Furthermore, this first section of the
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I yield mybill makes it a crime for any person to
self such time as I may use.
One of the most serious problems con- use force or a threat of force against anfronting this Nation today is the prob- other because he is enjoying the benefits
lem of crime; and one of the worst of any facility administered by any State
aspeets of the problem of crime in this or subdivision thereof. All of these riots
country is and has been that of rioting have occurred upon the streets. Accordand civil disturbances. It is very difficult ing to the dictionary definition, a facility
today to recruit police officers, because is any means which makes it more conthey are constantly charged, every time venient to perform an activity. Hence,
they attempt to enforce the law, with a street is a facility for it makes it more
convenient to travel. The people involved
pOlice brutality.
Last summer former President Eisen- in the rioting usually asserted that they
hower had published in the Reader's were merely exercising their right to use
Digest an article dealing with this sub- the public streets and their right to make
ject, which showed how flimsy is the protests for redress of grievances. They
foundation upon which the charge of also claimed that the law enforcement
police brutality ordinarily rests. He officers were usually men of another race
showed that of more than 1,700 charges and forcibly interfered with them beof police brutality investigated in 1 cause they were racially motivated. For
year by the FBI, it was found there was this reason, a supposed basis for the
sufficient basis to justify prosecution in prosecution of police officers, National
only 13 cases, and that in only five of Guardsmen, and Regular Army personnel called in to suppress riots and civil
those cases were there convictions.
existed.
We see some very curious things in this disturbances
I
believe
we
to agree to this
country today. I read in this morning's amendment, andought
that this bill does
press a statement attributed to Rap not apply to them,say
so that an officer who
Brown's attorney concerning a finding undertakes to enforce
the law and supreputed to have been made by the Kerner press a riot or civil disturbance
will not
Commission. According to the statement, be in danger of prosecution if he exerthis attorney said that the Kerner Com- cises the force that he deems necessary
mission had found that the riot over in to overcome other force, and by providCambridge, Md., where a school building ing that such officers cannot be prosewas burned, was caused by the police cuted under this bill encourage rather
officers instead of the rioters-by the than discourage law enforcement in this
"overreaction" of the police.
country.
Mr. President, I sat as a member of the
I ask the Senate to agree to my amendCommittee on the Judiciary and heard ment, and I call for the yeas and nays.
the testimony bealing upon the riot in
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Cambridge, Md., and heard the recorded
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
voice of Rap Brown and the testimony Senator from North Carolina yield for a
concerning what he said. This recording question on my time?
of the voice of Rap Brown and testimony
Mr. ERVIN. I yield to the Senator
showed that Rap Brown ,told those from Florida.
rioters to "Burn, baby, burn," and that
Mr. HOLLAND. Am I correct in my
they immediately went out and burned understanding that this amendment by
down the school building.
no means makes the officials named here
We need something to protect police immune from prosecution under all laws,
officers, something to protect National but simply makes them immune from
Guardsmen, something to protect Reg- prosecution under this particular law?
ular Army personnel, against ,prosecuMr. ERVIN. That is correct.
tions under the provisions of title I of
Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator.
this bill when they are called on to supMr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
press riots or civil disturbances.
have an amendment (No. 577) similar
The Attorney General said no lawen- to this one; that I had intended to offer.
forcement officer, National Guardsman, In view of the fact that the Senator
or members of the Regular Army could from North Carolina has taken up his
be prosecuted under this bill.
amendment first, I ask unanimous con-

sent to withdraw niine, arid join him as
a cosponsor of his.
,The PRESIDING" OFFICER.. Is there
objection? Without' objectlon, it is 80
ordered.
Mr. THURMOND. I have a few words
to say on the amendment.
Mr. President, I believe this legislation
is important. In recent years, our law
enforcement personnel have been increasingly called upon to suppress riots
and civil disorders. The physical danger
they must faee is severe. Let us not compound their danger by creating the possibility of Federal prosecution.
With regard to the inclusion of the
National Guard, members of organized
militia, and members of the Armed
Forces in this amendment, I invite your
attention to the number of times that
persons of these organizations have
been called to assist the pOlice in the
restoration of order.' In a letter dated
March 1, 1968, Maj. Gen. James F. Cantwell, president of the National Guard
Association of the United States, submitted a valuable report that documents the use of the National Guard on
civil disturban<:e duty. This valuable report is too lengthy for me to USe it 'in
its eI1tirety at this time, sol will summarize it now; yesterday I had the entire report printed in the Extensions of
Remarks.
General Cantwell points out that
since 'world War II, the Army and Air
National Guard have been called to
State or Federal duty for civil disturbance assignments a total of 143 times.
Between 1945. and 1960 there were 55
incidents which required the use of
33,184 National Guardsmen; from 1960
to 1965 there were 27 instances, involving 65,592 guardsmen. The figures for
each succeeding year since 1964 are
shown in this table:
Year

1965
.
1966________ __ _
1967.
"__ "

•
•

Number of
inslances

Number of
guardsmen

15
17
29

22,752
18,117

40,014

By far, the largest number of incidents has been in connection with .race
riots, civil rights demonstrations and distW'bances, and schoolintegratiQn. A total
of 84 of this type incident occurred between World War II and January I,
1968.
Mr. President, I have spoken on the
Senate floor several times about the Newark riot. Following this tragic event, the
main target forveri:)aL abuse was. the
police departmenkQfthatcity. A suit
was brought asking that the Newark Pollee Department be plac~d in receivership.
The main threat of that suit was that
the Newark police violated the rights of
individuals during the riots. Some people
complained that they were .merely exercising their right to <;lemonstratc-in the
middle of a riot that took 25 lives.
I firmly believe that had the pending
civil rights legislation been in force at
that time, efforts would have been made
to prosecute individual policemen. This
should not be.
ir
We are in an era of lawlessness. If we
are' to maintain freedom by m.aintaining
law and order, it is essential that we not
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put stumbling blocks before O1J.r police officers. The threat ofFederal prosecution
is no Vfay to bolst;er la.1'{ enforcement personnel in this country.
I urge theM~mbers.of the Senate to
pass this amendment.
I have had the .occasion to talk to
National Guardsmen who have been engaged in suppressing' some of these riots
and disorders. They are willing to serve
and do their duty. However, they are very
much concerned ab~lUt Federaland other
prosecutions arising ,from their performing their duty of trying to protect the
public.
'
I aIIl sure that every law enforcement
officer, every National Guardsman, every
member of the State militia, and every
member of the Federal Armed Forces in
this country· ,would appreciate this
amendment being agreed to in order to
give them protection when they are trying to suppress riots and maintain law
and order in this country~.
.'
I hope the Senate will agree to the
amendment.
. ,. ,
Mr. HART. Mr;:E'l'esident, the reason
for our objection and opposition to this
amendment. is the, fear that;' asa.consequence, it would completely exempt the
actions of all guardsmen and others during riots.
We argue that a guardsman acting in
the line of duty would lack the intent
to establish a violation of this act. The
only occasion in which a guardsman or
a policeman.wQuld be, in jeopardy would
be when he was acting to intimidate an
individual in the, lawful. exercise of one
of these rights. That would not be so in
the case in which the guardsman or
officer is responding to illegal conduct.
I hope very much that we would not,
by the action which would result from
agreement to this amendment, leave the
very infrequent, but nonetheless probable, rare individual who does abuse his
uniform-whether a'o policeman or a
guardsman-outside of the reach of the
bill.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr.. President, I
think the amendment is perfectly clear.
I am sure the Members of the Senate
thoroughly understand it. However, in
view of the fact that yesterday the Senator from Michigan [Mr. HART] induced
the Senator from Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE] to add the \vord "lawfully" at
several points In his amendment, which
was a similar. amendment to the one I
had, I wonder if the Senator would accept the amendment if the word "lawfully" were added before the word
"engaged" on line 7, to make it read
"who are lawfully engaged in suppressing riots". That certainly ought to overcome any objection that anyone could
possibly have to it.
Mr. EEVIN. Mr. President, I object
to any modification of my amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Carolina objects to any
modification of his amendment.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I
withdraw my suggestion. I do not think
it is needed.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I hope very
much then that we reject the pending
amendment.
The PRESIDING' OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing .to the amendment of the Senator from North Caro-

lina. On this question. the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted
in the afIinnative) . On this vote I have a
pair. with the distinguished senior Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE]. If he
were present, he would vote "nay." If I
were permitted to vote, I would vote
"yea," I therefore withdraw my vote.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio (after having
voted in the negative). On this vote I
have a pair with the distinguished senior
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER].
If he were present, he would vote "yea,"
If I were permitted to vote, I would vote
"nay." Therefore, I withdraw my vote.
The assistant legislative clerk resumed
and concluded the call of the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Louisiana
[Mr. ELLENDER], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN], the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY], the Senator
from Oregon [Mr. MORSE], the Senator
from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE], the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RIBICOFF] , and the Senator from Texas [Mr.
YARBOROUGH] are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE] would vote "nay,"
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON]
is necessarily, absent.
The Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is absent by leave of the Senate
because of death in his family.
The result was announced-yeas 52,
nays 37, as follows:
[No. 27 Leg.)
YEAS-52
Aiken
Ervin
Monroney
ABott
Fannin
Mundt
Baker
Murphy
FUlbright
Bennett
Gore
Prouty
Bible
Hansen
Randolph
Boggs
Hlckenlooper Russell
Brewster
Hlll
Smathers
Byrd, Va.
Holland
Sparkman
Byrd, W, Va.
Holllngs
Spong
Cannon
Hruska
Stennis
Carlson
Jordan, N.C.
Symington
Church
Jordan, Idaho Talmadge
Cooper
Kuchel
Thurmond
Cotton
Lausche
Tower
Curtis
Long, La.
Wllliams, Del.
Dodd
Magnuson
Young, N. Dak.
Dominick
McClellan
Eastland
Mlller
NAYS-37
Anderson
Hatfield
Moss
Bartlett
Inouye
Muskie
Bayh
Jackson
Nelson
Brooke
Javlts
Pearson
Burdick
Kennedy, Mass. Pell
Case
Kennedy, N,Y. Percy
Clark
Long, Mo.
Proxmlre
Fong
McGee
Scott
Griffin
McGovern
Smith
Gruening
McIntyre
Tydings
Harris
Metcalf
Williams, N.J.
Hart
Mondale
Hartke
Montoya
PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAffiS, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED--2
Mansfield, for.
Young of Ohio, against.
Dirksen
Ellender
Hayden

NOT VOTING-9
Mccarthy
Pastore
Morse
Rlblcoff
Morton
Yarborough

So Mr. ERVIN'S amendment (No. 566)
was agreed to.
Mr. ERWIN. Mr. President, I move to
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reconsider the vote by which the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT TO 10
A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business tonight, it
stand in adjournment until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
TOMORROW
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that after the delivery of the prayer and the disposition of
the Journal tomorrow, there be a period
for the transaction of routine morning
business for not to exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, that
will be aU of the votes tonight on the
pending business. If any Senator has
anything to say tonight, he may do so.
I ask unanimous consent that any time
used now be not charged to the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent, when the Senate
convenes tomorrow, that the morning
business be considered apart from the
time on the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL
RIGHTS
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill, H.R. 2516, to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for other purposes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I wish to call to the attention of
Senators my amendment No. 517, which
is at the desk. I wish to call attention to
that amendment which I had drawn by
the staff of the Committee on Finance
after carefully studying what happened
during these riots and the extent to
which Federal power could be used to
protect American citizens during these
riots and Insurrections.
Some of the language contained In
the amendment has been agreed to.
There is a substantial portion which has
not been agreed to and I expect to offer
the amendment tomorrow so that it can
be studied. I expect to study it overnight to determine the extent to which
it could be modified to take care of what
has been agreed to thus far.
Mr. President, some of the amendments we have agreed to thus far in connection with riots do not accomplish
nearly as much as people presume they
do when they read that Congress voted
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Federal sanctions against people who incite riots, and against the mischief they
do during the course of these riots in this
country.
For example, with regard to the first
amendment agreed to, it would be necessary to establish that a person had a
criminal intent when he traveled across
State lines, or that he had a criminal
intent when he used an instrumentality
of commerce in starting a riot--as well
as establish the fact that he later engaged in a riotous act.
I am satisfied that no court is going
to uphold that statute against someone who was merely wearing a necktie
that had moved in interstate commerce
when engageQ in civil insurrection. It
might be difficult to prove that a person
had a criminal intent at the time that
he used some instrumentality of commerce, or at the time that he traveled in
commerce.
On the other hand, my amendment
would provide that when a person started
a riot, which impeded interstate commerce, he would be guilty of a Federal
crime. Hence, there would be no need to
prove his intent at the time he crossed
the State boundary or engaged in travel,
which intent is essential to conviction
under the antiriot amendment. Under my
proposal, it would only be necessary to
establish that he did in fact. start the
riot and that the riot impeded commerce. This could be established by showing that a truck engaged in interstate
commerce was prevented from moving
or proceeding in its travel. It would be
a much more effective statute under
which a successful prosecution of a rioter
could be obtained-and would thus provide a greater disincentive to these irresponsible persons to bum and destroy.
My amendment would strike at the
manufacturing of molotov cocktails,
teaching people how to use them, when
knowing that they were being manufactured to be used as a part of a civil
insurrection or knowing they were to be
used in riots, as well as the use of those
devil devices in a riot.
This would also apply to what will
surely come next among these murderers,
looters, and arsonists; that is, the use of
a claymore mine.
A claymore mine can be easily used,
as has been shown by the Vietcong. All
that one needs would be some black
powder which they could take from shotgun shells and a cap such as is used in
a cap pistol. Then, the claymore mine
is thrown into a man's store so that when
he comes in he trips across the tripwire
and the mine goes off seriously injuring
or in some instances, killing the victim.
This amendment would apply to the
manufacture and use of claymore mines
as well as molotov cocktails. The manufacture and use of those devices should
be outlawed-on a Federal level.
Furthermore, this amendment would
apply to sniping, or transporting arms
across state boundaries, or using arms
that had been transported across State
boundaries in order to shoot or snipe at
public servants who are trying to put out
fires or trying to maintain peace and
order, or at people who are innocent
bystanders and had no part in starting or
conducting the riot.
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Mr. President, this would be one more
effective area where the Federal Government could assist. In addition, the
measure would specifically make it a
crime for anyone to obstruct, impede, or
interfere with a fireman or an officer of
the law engaged in the performance of
his duty during a civil disorder or for
anyone to threaten or commit any act
to impede a fireman or a law-enforcement officer to perform his duty during
one of these civil disorders.
Furthermore, the amendment would
outlaw the discharge of any firearm at
any person or motor vehicle moving or
traveling on, or within the limits of any
highway located on Federal-aid primary
or interstate system. That is becoming
quite a problem in some parts of the
country.
In some instances, after Rap Brown
has been to town and made his incendiary speech, or after Stokely Carmichael has engaged in his treasonous conduct, for some time thereafter we find
people in some areas of the country
throwing brickbats at automobiles passing on interstate highways, and endangering the lives of innocent people. The
Federal Government pays 90 percent of
the cost to build the interstate highways
and it has the obligation to see to it that
the vicious ravings of Rap Brown and
others do not endanger innocent men,
women, and children traveling on the
interstate highway, which is a part of
the same general problem. Now these are
areas in which the Federal Government
can provide some very effective use in
helping to maintain law and order. It
would be welcome for all State authorities-I believe that it certainly would
be welcome by the authorities in my
State of Louisiana-that the State alone
would not have the burden of apprehending and convicting these criminals,
be they ones who travel across State
boundaries or do not travel across State
boundaries. The State government
should not alone have to carry the burden of investigating or prosecuting these
culprits; Federal and State Governments
should cooperate and work together to
maintain law and order.
Consequently I shall call up my
amendment tomorrow, and perhaps
modify it insofar as some of its objectives have been achieved. It may be desirable to offer the amendment and ask
for a division so that we vote on each
section-a vote on the sniping section, a
vote on the Molotov cocktail sectlon, and
a vote on the various other criminal sections one by one, so that Senators can
make a record. It will then be seen if
they are in favor of the Federal Government's protecting the rights of all citizens-citlzens who are engaged in enforcing the law, citizens who are abiding
by the law, and citizens who are being
victimized. The record will then disclose
if Congress will actually act against
those who would deny citizens the most
sacred right ih all the area of civil
rights; namely, their very lives. Will
Congress forcefully denounceinsurrection and conduct which strikes at the
very existence of government?
ThUS, having alerted the Senate to the
fact that I shall offer my amendment to-

morrow, I shall not fUrther conunent on
it and hope that Senators· will read the
RECORD and apprise themselves of what
the amendment seeks to achieve so that
we may vote on it sometime tomorrow
when it is offered.
AMENDMENT NO. 599

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an explanation of my amendment No. 599 and ask that it be printed
in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
There being no objection, the explanation was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
EXPLANATION OF MILLER AMENDMENT

No. 599

BROKERS AND AGENTS

With respect to governmentally-financed
or insured dwe1l1ngs on date of enactment of
the b1ll, and With respect to all other dwellings after December 31, 1968. would prohibit
discrimination (of the types specified in Section 204) by any real estate broker or salesman, attorney, auctioneer. etc.
OWNERS

1. With respect to all dwell1ngs (other than

governmentally-financed or insured), after
December 31. 1968, would prohibit the owner
from discriminating in advertising affecting
interstate commerce. The owner could otherwise discriminate, and he could discriminate
among prospects referred by a real estate
broker or agent who himself was not discriminatlng.
2. With respect to governmentallY-financed or insured dwellings:
a. Would prohibit owner from discriminating in any advertising;
b. With respect to alngle-famlly dwellings
sold or rented by the owner residing in such
dwell1ng at the time of the sale or rental, or
Who was the most recent resident of such
house prior to such sale or rental, the owner
could discriminate (other than by advertising);
c. With respect to rooms Or units in dwellings containing Hving quarters occupied by
no more than four fam1l1es Hving independently of each other, if the owner actually
maintains and occupies one of Buch living
quarters as his residence, the owner could
discriminate (other than by advertising);
d. With respect to all other governmentally-financed or insured dwell1ngs, would prohibit discrimination (of the types specified in
Sec. 204).
After December 31, 1968, would prohibit
discriminatlon (Of the types specified in section 204) with respect to any dwelling of any
size, privately or governmentally financed or
insured-"where the prospective buyer or
renter is a member or honorably discharged
member of the Armed Forces of the United
States, or dependent or surviving widow or
parent of such member."
The exemption under Bection 207 covering
religious organizatiOns, etc, is preserved.
FACILITATING THE LOCATION OF SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS ON SENATORS' DESKS

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,
there are so many amendments on
Senators' desks that it is difficult to find
a particular amendment which a Senator may be discussing.
I ask unanimous consent that the Secretaryof the Senate be instructed to have
the pages remove from the desks of all
Senators those amendments which have
already been voted upon; and also to
remove from the desks of Senators any
amendment which a Senator does not
plan to call up, if upon inquiry of the
Senator the Secreta'ty finds that the Senator does not intend to offer it.
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In that way, it will be easier for Senators to find amendments that are being
•
considered. . .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I understand that the Senator from Louisiana has asked and obtained unanimous consent that all
amendments which Senators may not call
up be taken from their desks.
I do not see how it will be possible to
do that
I wonder would the Senator modify his
request regarding removing such amendments from the desk on which action has
not been taken.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am sure that
we would remove those on which action
has already been taken and the Secretary
will seek to inquire of Senators if they
are planning to call up their amendments. If the Senator says no, that he is
not planning to call it up, that amendment then will be taken from all Senators' desks. But not those which have not
been considered, of course,1f the senator
intends to call them up. Even so, if someone changes· his· mind, his amendment
could just be redistributed to each Senator so he could .look at it. I think that
would be much more practical.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I do not
see how the pages could go through all
these amendments and do it properly. I
do not see how it can be done, but if the
Senator thinks it can be done, then-Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We will give
it a. try. If it does not work, Ishall not
ask it again.
NOTICE OJ' IN'l'ENT TO MODIFY AN AMENDMENT

Mr. President, with regard to my
amendment, I would also like to ask
unanimous consent that, on tomorrow, I
may modify my amendment insofar as
any provision thereof may already have
been agreed to by the Senate, or strike
from it that section:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(In accordance with the order entered
yesterdaY-CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, p.
4988-the Dirksen substiotute, as amended
thus far, is printed herewith.)
TITLE I-INTEIlJ'ERENCE WITH FEDERALLY PROTEcTED ACTIVITIES

SEC. 101. That chapter 13, c1Vll rights. title
18, United States Code, 18 amended by Inserting Immediately at the end thereof the
following new section, to read as follows:
"§ 245. Federally protected activities
"(a) (1) Nothing in this section shall be
construed as indicating an intent on the part
of Congress to prevent any State. any possession or Commonwealth of the United
States, or the District of Columbia, from exercising Jurisdiction over any· offense over
which It would have Jurisdiction In the absence of t~ls sectloIl, nor shall anything in
this section be construed as depriving State
and local law enforcement authorities of responslblllty for prosecuting acts that may
be violations of this section and that are
violations of State and local law. No prosecution of any offense described In this section
shall be undertaken by the United States except upon the certlfica tlon In writing of the
Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney
General that In his JUdgment a prosecution
by the United States is In the pUblic interest
and. necessary to secure substantial Justice,
which function or certification may not be
delegated.
.

"(2) Nothing In this subsection shall be
construed to lIinit the authority of Federal
omcers, or a Federal grand jury, to Investigate
possible violations of this section.
"(b) Whoever, Whether or not acting under color of law, by force or threat of force
w11lfully Injures, Intiinidates or Interferes
with. or attempts to injure, Intimidate or
Interfere with,
"(I) any person because he Is or has been,
or In order to discourage such person or any
other person or any class of persons from"(A) voting or qualifying to vote, qualifying or campaigning as a candidate for elective office, or qualifying or acting as a poll
watcher. or any legally authorized election
official, In any primary, special or general
election;
"(B) iPartlclpating in or enjoying any
benefit, service. privilege. program, fac1l1ty,
or activity provided or adInln1stered by the
United States;
"(C) applying for or enjoying employment. or any perquisite thereof. by any
agency of the United states;
"(D) serving, or attending upon an court
In connection with possible service, as a
grand or petit juror In any court of the
United States;
"(E) participating in or enjoying the
benefits of any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance; or
"(2) any person because of his race, color,
religion or national origin and because he Is
or has been"(A) enrolling In or attending any public
school or public college;
"(B) participating in or enjoying any
benefit, service, priVilege, program, facUlty
or activity provided or administered by any
State or subdivision thereof;
"(C) applying for or enjoying employment, or any perquisite thereof, by any private employer or an agency of any State
or subdiVision thereof, or joining or using
the services or advantages of an labor organization, hiring hall. or employment agency:
"(D) serving, or attending upon any court
of any State In connection with possible
service, as a grand or petit juror;
"(E) traveling In or using any facility of
Interstate commerce, or using any vehicle,
terminal, or facility of any common carrier
by motor, raU, water, or air.
"(F) enjoying the goods, services, fac1l1t1es,
priVileges, advantages, or accommodations of
any Inn, hotel. motel, or other establishment which provides lodging to transient
guests, or of any restaurant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda fountain, or other
fac1l1ty which serves the public and which Is
principally engaged In selling food or beverages for consumption on the preinises, or
of any gasoline station, or of any motion picture house, theater, concert hall, sports
arena, stadium, or any other place of exhibition or entertainment which serves the public, or of any other establishment which
servos the public and (i) Which is located
within the premises of any of the aforesaid
establishments or within the premises of
which is physically located any of the aforesaid establishments, and (11) Which holds
Itself out as serving patrons of such establishments; or
"(3) during or incident to a riot or civil
disorder, any person engaged In a business
in commerce or affecting commerce, IncludIng, but not l1In1ted to, any person engaged
In a business which sells or offers for sale to
interstate travelers a substantial portion of
the articles, commodities, or services which
it sells or where a substantial portion of the
.artlcles or commodities which It selIs or offers for sale have moved in commerce; or
"(4) any person because he Is or has been,
or in order to discourage such person or any
other person or any class of persons from. U(A) participating, without discrimination
on account of race. color. religion or national
origin. In any of the benefits or activities
described In SUbparagraphs (1) (A) through
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(1) (E) or subparagraphs (2) (A) through
(2) (F); or
"(B) affording another person or class of
persons opportunity or protection to so partlc'pate; or
"(5) any citizen because he is or has been,
or In order to discourage such cltlzen or any
other citizen from lawfUlly aiding or encouraging other persons to participate without
discrimination on account of race, color, religion or national origin, In any of the benefits or activities described In subparagraphs
(1) (A) through (1) (E) or SUbparagraphs
(2) (A) through (2) (F), or participating
lawfUlly In speech or peaceful assembly opposing any denial of the opportunity to so
participateshall be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned more than one year, or both; and
If bodlly Injury results shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or Imprisoned not more
than ten years, or both; and If death results shall be SUbject to Imprisonment for
any term of years or for life.
U(d) Nothing In this section shall be construed so as to deter any law enforcement
omcer from lawfully carrying out the duties
of his omce; and no law enforcement officer
shall be considered to be In violation of this
section for lawfully carrying out the duties
of his office or lawfully enforcing ordinances
and laws of the United States, the District
of Columbia, any of the several States. or any
political subdiVision of a State. For purposes
of the preceding sentence, the term 'law enforcement omcer' means any omcer of the
United States, the District of Columbia, a
State, or political subdivision of a State, who
is empowered by law to conduct In Investigations of, or make arrests because of, offenses
against the United States, the District of
Columbia, a State, or a political SUbdivision
of a State."
(c) Nothing contained In this section shall
apply to or affect activities under title II of
this Act.
(d) The provisions of this section shall not
apply to acts or oinissions on the part of law
enforcement omcers, members of the National Guard, as defined In section 101(9)
of title 10, United States Code. members
of the organized m1l1tia of any State or the
District of Columbia. not covered by such
section 101(9), or members of the Armed
Forces of the United States. who are engaged In suppressing a riot or civil disturbance or restoring law and order during a
riot or civil disturbance.
SEC. 102. The analysis of chapter 13 of
title 18 of the United States Code is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"245. Federally protected activities."
SEC. 103. (a) Section 241 of title 18,
United States COde, Is amended by striking
out the final paragraph thereof and substituting the following:
"They shall be fined not more than $10.000 or Imprisoned not more than ten years,
or both: and If death reSUlts, they shall be
subject to imprisonment for any term of
years or for life."
(b) Section 242 of title 18. United States
Code, Is amended by striking out the period
at the end thereof and adding the followIng: u; and if death results shall be subject
to imprisonment for any term of years or
for life."
(c) Subsections (a) and (c) of section 12
of the voting Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat.
443, 444) are amended by striking out the
words "or (b)" following the words "11
(a)".

SEC. 104. (a) Title 18 of the United States
Code is amended by Inserting, Immediately
after chapter 101 thereof. the following new
chapter:
"Chapter 102.-RIOTS

"sec.
"2101. Riots.
"2102. Definitions.
". 2101. Riots
Uta) (1) Whoever traveIs in interstate or
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foreign commerce or uses any fac1l1ty of interstate or foreign commerce, including. but
not limited to, the mall. telegraph, telephone, radio, or television, with intent"(A) to incite a riot; or
"(B) to organize, promote, encourage.
participate in, or carry on a riot; or
"(C) to commit any act of violence in
furtherance of a riot; or
"(D) to aid or abet any person in inciting
or participating in or carrying on a riot or
committing any act of violence in furtherance of a riot;
and who either during the course of any
such travel or use or thereafter performs or
attempts to perform any other overt act for
flny purpose specified in subparagraph (A),
(B), (C), or (D) of this paragraph;
"Shall be fined not more than $10,000, or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
"(b) In any prosecution under this section.
proof that a defendant engaged or attempted
to engage In one or more of the overt acts
described in SUbparagraph (A), (Bl. (0) or
(D) of paragraph (I) of subsection (a) and
(I) has traveled in Interstate or foreign commerce, or (2) has use of or used any faclllty
of Interstate or foreign commerce; Including
but not limited to, mall, telegraph, telephone,
radio or television, to communicate with or
proadcast to any person or group of persons
prior to such overt acts, such travel or use
shall be admissible proof to establish that
such defendant traveled in or used such
facll1ty of interstate or foreign commerce.
"(c) A judgment of conviction or acquittal
on the merits under the laws of any State
shall be a bar to any prosecution hereunder
for the same act or acts.
"(d) Whenever, in the opinion of the Attorney General or of the appropriate ofilcer
of the Department of Justice charged by law
or under the Instructions of the Atorney General with authority to act, any person shall
have violated this chapter, the Department
shall proceed as speedlly as possible with a
prosecution of such person hereunder and
with any appeal which may lie from any de~
cision adverse to the Government resulting
from such prosecution; or in the alternative
shall report in writing, to the respective
Houses of the Congress, the Department's
reason for not so proceeding.
"(e) Nothing contained In this section
shall be construed to make it unlawful for
any person to travel in, or use any fac1l1ty of.
interstate or foreign commerce for the purpose of pursuing the legitimate objectives of
organized labor, through orderly and lawful
means.
"(f) Nothing in this section shall be construed as indicating an intent on the part of
Congress to prevent any State, any possession
or Commonwealth of the United States. or
the District of Columbia, from exercising
jurisdiction over any offense over which it
would have jurisdiction in the absence of this
section; nor shall anything in this section
be construed as depriving State and local law
enforcement authorities of responsibll1ty for
prosecuting acts that may be violations of
this section and that are violations of State
and local law.
"§ 2102. Definitions
"(a) As used In this chapter, the term
'riot' means a publlc disturbance involving
(I) an act or acts of violence by one or more
persons part of an assemblage of three or
more persons, which act or acts shall constitute a clear and present danger of, or shall
result in, damage or injury to the property
of any other person or to the person of any
other indiVidual or (2) a threat or threats of
the commission of an act or acts of violence
by one or more persons part of an assemblage
of three or more persons having, individually
or collectively. the ability of immediate execution of such threat or threats, where the
performance of the threatened act or acts of
violence would constitute a clear and present danger of, or would result In, damage or

Injury to .the property of any other person or
to the person of any other indiVidual.
"(b) As used in this chapter, the term 'to
incite a riot', or 'to organize, promote, encourage, participate in. or carryon a riot', includes, but is not limited to urging or instigating other persons to riot, but shall not be
deemed to mean the mere oral or written (I)
advocacy of ideas or (2) expression of belief, not involVing advocacy of any act or
acts of violence or assertion of the rightness
of, or the right to commit, any such act or
acts."
(b) The table of contents to "PART 1.CRIIIIES" of title 18, United States Code, is
amended by inserting after the following
chapter reference:
"101. Records and reports
2071"
a. new chapter reference as follows:
2101".
"102. Riots
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other qwellinzs except as eXI!illP~by subsection (b).
..
'
(b) Nothing' in section 204 (other than
paragraph (c) shall apply to-:-.
(I) any sIngle-famlly house sold or rented
by an owner residing in such house at the
time of such sale or rental. or who was the
most recent resident of such house prior to
such sale or rental; Provided, That after
December 31. 1969. the sale or rental of any
such single-family house shall be excepted
from the appllcationof this title oniy if such
house is sold or rented (A) without the use
in any manner of the sales or rental facilities
or the sales or rental services of any real
estate broker, agent. or salesman, or of such
facillties or services of any person in the business of sell1ng or renting dwellings, or of
any employee or agent of any such broker.
agent, salesman. or person and (B) Without
the publication, posting or m:tlllng, after noTITLE II-FAIR HOUSING
tice. of any advertisement or written notice in
POLICY
violation of section 204(c) 'of this title; but
SEC. 201. It is the policy of the United nothing in this proviso shall prohibit the use
States to provide, within constitutional lim- of attorneys, escrow agents, abstractors, title
itations, for fair housing throughout the companies, and other such professional asUnited States.
sistance as necessary to perfect or transfer
DEFINITIONS
the title. or
.,
.
•
(2) rooms or units in dwellings containing
SEC. 202. As used in this title(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of living quarters occupied or intended to be
occupied by no more than four fam1l1es livHousing and Urban Development.
(b) "Dwelling" means any bUilding, struc- ing independently of each other, if the owner
ture, or portion thereof which is occupied actually maintains and occupies one of such
as, or designed or intended for occupancy as, living quarters as his residence.
(c) For the purposes at. subsection (P). a
a residence by one or more fam1l1es, and any
vacant land which is offered for sale or lease person shall be deemed to be in the business
for the construction or location thereon of of selling or renting dwellings if(1) he has, within the preceding twelve
any such building, structure, or portion
months, participated as principal in three 01'
thereof.
more transactions involving the sale or rental
(C) "Famlly" includes a single individual.
(d) "Person" includes one or more in- of any dwe1l1ng or any interest therein, or
(2). he has, within the preceding twelve
dividuals, corporations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal representa- months. participated as agent, other than in
tives, mutual companies,· joint-stOCk com- the sale of his own personal residence in
panies, trusts, unincorporated organizations, prOViding sales or rental fac1l1ties or sales or
trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, receivers, rental services in two or more transactions
involving the sale or rental of any dwell1ng
and fiduciaries.
(e) "To rent" includes to lease. to sub- or any interest therein. or
(3) he is the owner of any dwell1ng delease, to let and otherwise to grant for a
consideration the right to occupy premises signed or intended for occupancy by, or occupied by, five or more fam1l1es.
not owned by the occupant.
(f) "Discriminatory housing
practice"
DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL
means an act that is unlawfUl under section
OPHOUSING
204, 205, or 206.
SEC. 204. As made applicable by section 203
(g) "State" means any of the several
States, the District of Columbia. the Com- and except as exempted by sections203(b)
monwealth of Puerto Rico, or any of the and 207, it shall be unlawful(a) To refuse to sell or rent. to refuse to
territories and possessions of the United
negotiate for the sale or rental of, or otherStates.
wise make unavailable or deny, a dwell1ng to
EFFECTIVE DATES OF CERTAIN PROHIBITIONS
any person because of race, color, rellgion,
SEC. 203. (a) Subject to the provisions of or national origin.
subsection (b) and section 207. the prohibi(b) To discriminate against any person in
tions against discrimination in· the sale or the terms, conditions, or prlvlleges of BaJe
rental of housing set forth in section 204 or rental of a dwell1ng, or in the provision of
shall apply:
serVices or fac1l1ties in connection therewith,
(I) Upon enactment of this title, tobecause of race, color, religion, or national
(A) dwell1ngs owned or operated by the origin.
Federal Government;
(c) To make, print, or publlsh, or cause to
(B) dwell1ngs prOVided in whole or in part be made, printed, or pUblls):led any notice.
with the aid of loans, advances, grants, or statement, or advertisement. with respect to
contributions made by the Federal Govern- the sale or rental of a dwelling that indicates
ment, under agreements entered .into after any preference, llmitation,. or discrimination
November 20, 1962, unless payment due based on race. color. rellglon. or national
thereon has been made in full prior to the origin, .or an intention to make any such
date of enactment of this title;
preference, llmitatlon, or discrimination.
(C) dweJlings provided in whole or in part
(d) To represent to any person because of
by loans insured, guaranteed, or otherWise race, color, rellgion, or national origin that
secured by the credit of the Federal Govern- any dwel11ng is not available for inspection,
ment, under agreements entered into after sale, or rental When such dwelllng is in fact
November 20, 1962, unless payment thereon EO available.
has been made in full prior to the date of
(e) For profit, to induce or attempt to inenactment of this title; and
duce any person to sell or rent any dwelling
(D) dwellings prOVided by the development by representations regarding the entry or
or the redevelopment of real property pur- prospective entry into the neighborhood of
chased, rented, or otherwise obtained from a a person or persons of a particular race, color,
State or local publlc agency receiving Fed- rellglon, or national origin.
eral financial assistance for slum clearance
or urban renewal with respect to such real DISCRIMINATION IN THE FINANCING OF HOUSING
SEC. 205. After December 31, 1968, it shall
property under loan or grant contracts entered into after November 20, 1962.
be unlawful for any \lank, bUllding and loan
(2) After December 31, 1968, to all dwell- association, insurance company or other corings covered by paragraph ( I) and to all poration, association, firm or enterprise
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whose business consists In whole or In part
In the making of commercial real estate
loans, to deny a loan or other financial assistance to a person ~pplylng therefor for
the purpose of purchasing, constructing, improving, repairing, or maintaining a dwelllng,
or to dlEcrlmlnate a.galnst him In the fixing
of the amount, Interest rate, duration, or
other terms or conditions of such loan or
other financial assistance, because of the
race, color, rellgion" or national origin of
such person or of any person associated with
him In connection with such loan or other
financial assistance or the purpose of such
loan or other financial assistance, or of the
present or prospective owners, lessees, tenants, or occupants of. the dwelllng or dwellIngs in relation to which such loan or other
financial assistance Is to be made or given,
provided that nothing contained In this section shall Impair the'scope or effectiveness
of the exception contained In section 203(b).
DISCRIMINATION IN THE PROVISION OF
BROKERAGE SERVICES

SEC. 206. After December 31, 1968, It shall
be unlawful to deny any person access to or
membership or participation In any multlplellstlng service, real estate brokers' organization or other service, organization, or facillty
relating to the business of selllng or renting
dwellings, or to discriminate against him
in the terms of conditions of such access,
membership, or participation, on account of
race, color, religion, or national origin.
EXEMPTION

SEC. 207. Nothing In this title shall prohibit
a religious organization, association, or society, or any nonprofit Institution or organization operated, supervised or controlled
by or In conjunction With a religious organization, association, or society; from limiting
the sale, rental or occupancy of dwellings
which It owns or operates for other than a
commercial purpose to persons of the same
rellglon, or from giving preference to such
persons, unless membership In such religion
Is restricted on account of race, color, or
national origin. Nor shall anything In this
title prohibit a bona fide private club from
limiting the sale, rental, or occupancy of
dwellings which It owns or operates for other
than a commercial purpose to members of
the club or from giving preference to such
members.
ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 208. (a) The authority and responslbillty for administering this Act shall be
in the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
(b) The Department of Housing and Urban
Development shall be provided an additional
Assistant Secretary. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development Act· (Public
Law 89-174, 79 Stat. 667) is hereby amended
by(I) striking the word "four," in section
4(a) of said Act (79 Stat. 668; 5 U.S.C. 624b
(a» and SUbstituting therefor "five,"; and
(2) striking the word "six," in section 7
of said Act (79 Stat. 669; 5 U.S.C. 624(c» and
SUbstituting therefor "seven."
(c) The Secretary may delegate any of his
functions, duties, and powers to employees
of tbe Department of Housing and Urban
Development or to boards of sucb employees,
Including functions, duties, and powers With
respect to Investigating, concillatlng, hearing,
determining, ordering, certifying, reporting,
or otherwise acting as to any work, business,
or matter under this title. The persons to
whom sucb delegations are made With respect
to hearing functions, duties, and powers shall
be appointed and shall serve In the Department of Housing and Urban Development in
compliance With sections 3105, 3344, 5362, and
7521 of title 5 of the United States Code. Insofar as possible, conciliation meetings shall be
held in the cities or other localities where the
discriminatory housing practices allegedly 000XIV'----329-Part 4

curred. 'The Secretary shall by rule prescribe
such rights of appeal from the decisions of
his hearing examiners to other hearing examiners or to other officers In the Department, to boards of officers or to himself, as
shall be appropriate and In accordance With
law.
(d) All executive departments Hnd agencies shall administer their programs and actiVities relating to housing and urban development In a manner affirmatively to further the purposes Of this title and shall cooperate with the Secretary to further such
purposes.
(e) The Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development shall(1) make studies with respect to the nature and extent of discriminatory housing
practices In representative communities,
urban, SUburban, and rural, throughout the
United States;
(2) publish and disseminate reports, recommendations, and Information derived from
such stUdies;
(3) cooperate with and render technical
assistance to Federal, State, local, and other
public or private agencies, organizations, and
institutions which are formulating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory housing practices;
.
(4) cooperate with and render such technical and other assistance to the Community
Relations Service as may be appropriate to
further its activities In preventing or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and
(5) administer the programs and activities
relating to housing and urban development
in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this title.
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consent of the persons concerned. Any employee of the secretary who shall make public
any Information in violation of this provision shall be deemed gullty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year.
(b) A complaint under subsectlon (a)
shall be filed within one hundred and eighty
days after the alleged discriminatory housIng practice occurred. Complaints shall be In
writing and shall state the facts upon which
the allegations of a discriminatory housing
'practlce are based. Complaints may be reasonably and fairly amended at any time. A
respondent may file an answer to the complaint against him and with the leave of the
Secretary, Which shall be granted whenever
It would be reasonable and fair to do so, may
amend his answer at any time. Both complaints and answers shall be verified.
(c) Wherever a State or local fair housing
law provides rights and remedies for alleged
discriminatory housing practices which are
SUbstantially equivalent to the rights and
remedies provided In this title, the Secretary
shall notify the appropriate State or local
agency of any complaint filed under this title
which appears to constitute a violation of
such State or local fair housing law, and the
Secretary shall take no further action with
respect to such complaint If the appropriate
State or local law enforcement official has,
within thirty days from the date the alleged
offense has been brought to his attention,
commenced proceedings In the matter, or,
having done so, falls to carry forward such
proceedings with reasonable promptness. In
no event shall the Secretary take further
action unless he certifies that In his judgEDUCATION AND CONCILIATION
ment, under the circumstances of the particSEC. 209. Immediately after the enactment ular case, the protection of the rights of the
of this title the Secretary shall commence parties or the Interests of justice require
such educational and conclliatory activities such action.
as in his judgment will further the purposes
(d) If within thirty days after a complaint
of this title. He shall call conferences of per- Is filed With the Secretary or within thirty
sons in the housing industry and other Inter- days after expiration of any period of referested parties to acquaint them with the pro- ence under subsection (c), the Secretary
visions of this title and has suggested means has been unable to obtain voluntary comof implementing It, and shall endeavor with plIance with this title, the person aggrieved
their advice to work out programs of volun- may, within thirty days thereafter, comtary compliance and of enforcement. He may mence a ciVil action In any appropriate
pay per diem, travel, and transportation ex- United States district court, against the repenses for persons attending such confer- spondent named In the complaint, to enforce
ences as provided in section 6703 of title 5 the rights granted or protected by this title,
of the United States Code. He shall consult Insofar as such rights relate to the subject
with State and local officials and other inter- of the complaint: Provided, That no such
ested parties to learn the extent, If any, to clvll action may be brought In any United
which housing discrimination exists In their States district court if the person aggrieved
State or locality, and whether and how State has a judicial remedy under a State or local
or local enforcement programs might be uti- fair housing law which provides rights and
lized to combat such discrimination In con- remedies for alleged discriminatory housing
nection With or in place of, the Secretary's practices which are substantially equivalent
enforcement of this title. The Secretary shall to the rights and remedies prOVided In this
issue reports on such conferences and con- title. Such actions may be brought In any
sultations as he deems appropriate.
United States district court for the district
In Which the dlscrlmlna tory housing pracENFORCEMENT
", SEC. 210. (a) Any person who claims to tice Is alleged to have occurred or be about
have been injured by a discriminatory hous- to occur or In which the respondent resides
ing practice or who believes that he wlll be or transacts business. If the court finds that
irrevocably injured by a discriminatory a discriminatory housing practice has ochousing practice that Is about to occur (here- curred or Is about to occur, the court may,
after "person aggrieved") may file a com- subject to the provisions of section 212, enplaint With the Secretary. Complaints shall join the respondent from engaging in such
be in Writing and shall contain such Infor- practice or order such affirmative action as
mation and be In such form as the Secretary may be appropriate.
(e) In any proceeding brought pursuant
requires. Within thirty days after receiving
a complaint, or within thirty days after the to this section, the burden of proof shall be
expiratl.on of any period of reference under on the complainant.
(f) Whenever an action filed by an Insubsection (c), the Secretary shall Investigate the complaint and give notice In writing diVidual, In either Federal or State court,
to this section or section 212, shall
to the person aggrieved whether he Intends pursuant
to resolve it. If the Secretary decides to re- come to trial the Secretary shall Immediately
all efforts to obtain voluntary
solve the complaint, he shall proceed to try terminate
to eliminate or correct the alleged discrim- compliance.
Inatory housing practice by Informal meth- INVESTIGATIONS; SUBPENAS; GIVING OF EVIDENCE
ods of conference, concllla tlon, and persuaSEC. 211. (a) In conducting an Investigasion. Nothing said or done in the course of tion the secretary shall have access at all
such informal endeavors may be made pUb- reasonable times to premises, records, doculic or used as evidence In a subsequent pro- ments, Individuals, and other evidence or
ceeding under this title without the written possible sources of evidence and may ex-
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amine, record, and copy such materials and
take and record the testimony or statements
of such persons as are reasonably necessary
for the furtherance of the investigation:
Provided, however, The Secretary first complies with the provisions of the Fourth
Amendment
relating
to
unreasonable
se3.rches and seizures. The secretary may
issua subpenas to compel his access to or
the production of such materials, or the
appearance of such persons, and may issue
interrogatories to a respondent, to the same
extent and sUbject to the same limitations
as would apply If the sUbpenas or interrogatories were issued or served in aId of a clvll
action In the United States district court
for the district In which the investigation Is
taking place. The Secretary may administer
oaths.
(b) Upon written application to the Secretary, a respondent shall be entitled to the
issuance of a reasonable number of subpenas
by and in the name of the Secretary to the
same extent and sUbject to the same limitations as subpenas issued by the Secretary
himself. Subpenas Issued at the request of
a respondent shall show on their face the
name and address of such respondent and
shall state that they were issued at his request.
(c) Witnesses summoned by subpena of the
Secretary shall be entitled to the same witness and tnlleage fees as are witnesses in
proceedings in United States district courts.
Fees payable to a witness summoned by a
subpena. issued at the request of a respondent shall be paid by him.
(d) Within five days after service of a subpena upon any person, such person may petition the Secretary to revoke or modify the
subpena. The Secretary shall grant the petition if he finds that the subpena requires appearance or attendance at an unreasonable
time or place, that it requires production of
evidence which does not relate to any matter under investigation, that it does not describe With sufficient particularity the evidence to be produced, that compllance would
be unduly onerous, or for other good reason.
(e) In case of contumacy or refusal to obey
a subpena, the Secretary or other person at
whose request it was issued may petition for
its enforcement in the United States district
court for the district in Which the person to
whom the subpena was addressed resides, was
served, or transacts business.
(f) Any person who wlllfully falls or neglects to attend and testify or to answer any
lawfUl inqUiry or to produce records, documents, or other evidence, if in his power to
do so in obedience to the subpena or laWful
order of the Secretary, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year, or both. Any person Who, with intent
thereby to mislead the Secretary, shall make
or cause to be made any false entry or statement of fact in any report, account, record,
or other document submitted to the Secretary pursuant to his SUbpena or other order,
or shall Willfully neglect or fall to make or
cause to be made full, true, and correct entries in such reports, accounts, records, or
other documents, or shall wlllfully mutilate,
alter, or by any other means falsify any documentary eVidence, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year, or both.
(g) The Attorney General shall conduct all
lltlgatlon in which the Secretary participates
as a party or as amicus pursuant to this
Act.
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such civil case brought pursuant to this section or section 210D from time to time before bringing it to trial if the court believes
that the conciliation efforts of the Secretary or a State or local agency are likely
to result in satisfactory settlement of the
dlscrlmlnat.ory housing practice complained
of in the complaint made to the Secretary or
to the local or State agency and which practice forms the basis for the action In court:
And provided, however, That any sale, encumbrance, or rental consummated prior to
the issuance of any court order issued under the authority of this Act, and involving
a bona fide purchaser, encumbrancer, or tenant without actual notice of the existence of
the filing of a complaint or civil action under
the provisions of this Act shall not be affected.
(b) Upon application by the plaintur and
in such circumstances as the court may deem
just, a court of the United states in whIch
a civil action under this section has been
brought may apPoint an attorney for the
plaintiff and may authorize the commencement of a civil action upon proper showing
Without the payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State or SUbdivision
thereof may do likewise to the extent not
inconsistent With the law or procedures of
the State or sUbdivision.
(c) The court may grant as relief, as it
deems appropriate, any permanent or temporary injunction, temporary restraining order, or other order, and may award to the
plaintiff actual damages and not more than
$1,000 punitive damages, together With court
costs and reasonable attorney fees in the case
of a prevalllng plaintiff.
ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 213. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that any
person or group of persons is engaged in a
pattern or practice of resistance to the full
enjoyment of any of the rights granted by
this title, or that any group of persons has
been denied any of the rights granted by thls
title and such denial raises an issue of general public importance, he may bring a civil
action in any appropriate United States district court by fiUng with it a compiaint setting forth the facts and requesting such
preventive rellef, including an application for
a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order against the
person or persons responsIble for such pattenl or practice or denial of rights, as he
deems necessary to insure the ful1 enjoyment
of the rights granted by this title.
EXPEDITION OF PROCEEDINGS

SEC. 214. Any court in Which a proceeding
is instituted under section 212 or 213 of this
title shall assign the case for hearing at the
earliest practicable date and cause the case
to be in every way expedited.
EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

SEC. 215. Nothing in this title shall be con'!'
strued to invalidate or limit any law of a
State or political subdivision of a State, or of
any other jurisdiction in which this title
shal1 be effective, that grants, guarantees, or
protects the same rights as are granted by
this title; but any law of a State, a political
subdivision, or other such jurisdiction that
purports to require or permit any action that
would be a discriminatory housing practice
under this tltle shall to that extent be Invalid.

ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

COOPERATION WITH STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES
ADMINISTERING FAIR HOUSING LAWS

SEC. 212. (a) The rights granted by sections 203, 204, 205, and 206 may be enforced
by civil actions in appropriate United States
district courts without regard to the amount
in controversy and in appropriate State or
local courts of general jurisdiction. A civil
action shall be commenced within one hundred and eighty days after the alleged discritnlnatory housing practice occurred: Provided, however, That the court shall continue

SEC. 216. The Secretary may cooperate with
State and local agencies charged With the administration of State and local fair housing
laws and, with the consent of such agencies,
utilize the services of such agencies and
their employees and, notWithstanding any
other provision of law, may reimburse such
agencies and their employees fOr services
rendered to assist him in carrying out this
title. In furtherance of such cooperative
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efforts. the Secretary may enter into written
agreements with such State or local agencIes.
All agreements and tertnlnations thereof
shall be published in the Federal Register.
mTERFEKENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

SEC. 217. It shall be unlaWful to coerce,
intimidate, threaten, or interfere with any
person in the exercise or enjoyment of, or
on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on account of his having aided or
encouraged any other person in the exercise
or enjoyment of, any right granted or protected by sections, 203, 204, 205, or 206. This
section may be enforced by appropriate civil
action.
APPROPRIATION

SEC. 218. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated such sums as are necessary to
carry out the purposes of this title.
SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEC. 219. If any provision of this title or
the application thereof to any person or
circumstances is held invalid, the remainder
of the title and the application of the provision to other persons not slmllarly sltnated
or to other circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
TITLE III
PREVENTION OF INTIMIDATION IN FAIR. HOUSING
CASES

SEC. 301. Whoever, whether or not acting
under color of law, by force or threat of force
wlllfully injures, Intimidates or interferes
with, or attempts to Injure, intimidate or
interfere with(a) any person because of 11is race, color,
religion or national origin and because he is
or has been selllng, purchasing, renting, financing, occupying, or contracting or negotiating for the sale, rental, financing or occupation of any dwelling, or applyIng for or
participating in any service, organization, or
faclllty relating to the business of selllng or
renting dwelllngs; or
(b) any person because he is or has been,
or in order to discourage such person or any
other person or any class of persons from(1) participating without discrimination
on account of race, color, religion or national
origin, in any of the activities, services, organizations or facl1lties described in subsection 301 (a); or encouraging others to so participate; or
(2) affording another person or class of
persons opportunity or protection so to participate; or
(c) any citizen because he is or has been,
or in order to discourage such citizen or any
other citizen from lawful1y aiding or encouraging others to participate, Without discrimination on account of race, color, rellgion or national orIgin, in any of the activities, services, organizations or faclllties described in subsectIon 301 (a), or participating
laWfully in speech or peaceful assembly opposing and denial of the opportunity to so
participa te-shall be fined not more than $1.000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;
and if bodlly injury results shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or .ImprIsoned not more
than ten years,. or both; and if death results
shall be subject to imprisonment for any
term of years or for life.

HUNTINGTON ADVERTISER COMMENDS SENATOR RANDOLPH FOR
RECENT ADDRESS TO SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, on February 20 my colleague, Mr.
RANDOLPH, . chainnan of the Committee
on Public Works, addressed the Missouri
State Chapter of the Society of Professional Engineers 011 the role of the engineer in meeting the .esponsibllities of
enhancement of the human environment

